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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a novel approach to rough integrally bladed rotors, using a 

new type of tool, the cup mill cutter. A particular attention is accorded to the kinematics 

of this tool. The currently used endmills at Pratt & Whitney Canada are fragile and, 

consequently, unproductive. In the same time, they are produced in-house, with relatively 

high manufacturing costs. Our proposed tool, on the other hand, is a rigid tool, more 

economic and possesses a good chip evacuation potential. Due to the particular geometry 

of this new tool and the different tool kinematics, this paper proposes also an algorithm 

capable to generate the tool path to rough compressor blades using the cup mill cutter. 

This algorithm is applicable to different part numbers, using different tool sizes. The 5-

axis tool path generated permits to remove a maximum volume of material, using an 

efficient tool kinematics. Our work demonstrates the good potential of this new method 

for roughing IBRs to be used broadly in production. 
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RESUME 

Cette recherche propose une nouvelle methode de degrossissage de rotors aubage 

monobloc, en utilisant un nouveau type d'outil de fraisage cylindrique - cup mill. Une 

attention particuliere est accordee a la cin&natique de Poutil. Les outils pr&entement 

utilises chez Pratt & Whitney Canada sont fragiles et, par consequent, non productifs. De 

plus, ces outils son fabriques directement par la compagnie avec des couts de production 

eleves. Par contre, Foutil que nous proposons est rigide, economique et permet une bonne 

evacuation des copeaux. Du a la geometrie particuliere de cet outil et a la differente 

cine-matique utilises, cette recherche propose un algorithme capable de g&ierer le trajet 

de l'outil pour usiner (degrossissage) les pales de rotors aubage monoblocs. Cet 

algorithme est applicable a plusieurs types de compresseurs avec des outils de formes et 

dimensions differentes. Le trajet 5-axes de l'outil obtenu permet d'enlever rapidement un 

volume maximal de materiaux entre deux pales cons&nitives du rotor. Ce travail 

demontre le potentiel interessant que cette nouvelle technologie qui peut etre appliquee a 

grande echelle en production. 
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CONDENSE EN FRAN^AIS 

Les fabricants de moteurs d'avions sont constamment a la recherche de nouvelles 

methodes leur permettant d'augmenter la temperature interne des moteurs. Cela 

augmente la performance, diminue la consommation d'essence et reduit la pollution 

g&i&ee par les moteurs. Pour satisfaire a cette demande, de nouveaux materiaux ont && 

developpes pour la fabrication des composantes critiques du moteur. Parmi ces materiaux 

on note les alliages de titane et de nickel. Ces alliages ont la particularity d'etre tres 

lagers, mais sont en meme temps tres r6sistants. De plus, leur durete est preservee meme 

a des temperatures eievees. Par contre, ils sont difficiles a usiner, car ils occasionnent une 

usure rapide de l'outil de coupe. 

En particulier, les rotors aubage monobloc (IBRs, intergrally bladed rotors) sont 

generalement usines avec un taux d'enlevement de matiere de plus de 90%. Leur usinage 

engendre des couts de production eleves, car la vitesse d'enlevement de la matiere est 

basse. De plus, la methode generalement utilisee, qui consiste a passer par tous les points 

sur la surface des pales avec la pointe de la fraise, est aussi responsable pour les couts de 

production eleven, du a son inefficacite. Cela s'explique par le fait qu'un grand nombre 

de passes de l'outil sont necessaries pour usiner toute la surface de la pale (qui est une 

surface complexe). 

Pratt & Whitney Canada a investit des efforts considerables pour developper et 

impiementer de nouvelles methodes d'usinage des rotors aubages monobloc, methodes 

qui sont plus productives et permettent, en meme temps, de reduire les couts de 

production. Une methode recemment implementee dans la compagnie est la methode de 

flank milling. Cette methode consiste a g6nerer la surface de la pale avec une seule passe 

de l'outil. Dans ce cas, la fraise de forme conique (tres allongee) usine avec son flanc et 

non settlement avec l'extremite, comme dans le cas de la methode d'usinage par points. 
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Cela a permis a Pratt & Whitney Canada de r&iuire de quinze fois le temps d'usinage 

des compresseurs monobloc. 

Malgr6 les progres realises suite a 1'introduction en production de la m&hode de 

flank milling, les operations, surtout de degrossissage, restent encore peu productives et 

couteuses. La fraise de forme allongee ne peut soutenir les forces de coupe tres 

importantes presentes lors du degrossissage, ce qui limite la vitesse d'avance de 1'outil et, 

par le fait meme, affecte le taux d'enlevement de la matiere. De plus, l'espace entre deux 

dents consecutives de la fraise n'est pas suffisamment grand pour permettre une bonne 

evacuation des copeaux. Une augmentation importante de l'avance de 1'outil causerait un 

encombrement des copeaux dans cet espace et 1'outil casserait. 

Du aux inconvenients de la m6thode actuelle de degrossissage des rotors 

monobloc, des recherches ont etes entamees en 1995 par M. loan Sasu, du departement 

de fabrication chez Pratt & Whitney Canada, pour d&velopper une nouvelle methode et 

un nouvel outil de coupe. Cet outil, appele Cup Mill, comporte un corps de forme 

cylindrique, en acier 4140, tournant autour de son axe, sur lequel son attaches des 

pastilles qui effectuent l'usinage des pales du rotor. Le diametre de 1'outil varie entre 7 et 

10 pouces et peut supporter une vingtaine de pastilles. 

Le principal avantage de cet outil est sa grande rigidite, ce qui permet d'utiliser 

une plus grande avance lors de l'usinage et, par le fait mSme, d'augmenter la vitesse 

d'enlevement de la matiere. L'usure de 1'outil est aussi moins importante compared a 

celle des outils actuels, car le Cup Mill comporte entre 16 et 20 pastilles (d^pendamment 

du diametre de 1'outil), comparativement a trois ou quatre pour 1'outil actuel. 

Du au fait que ce nouvel outil de coupe utilise des pastilles qui peuvent etre 

remplaces facilement lorsqu'il sont uses, les couts d'outillage en sont aussi grandement 

reduits. Les fraises actuelles sont spexialement con?ues pour pouvoir s'insurer dans 
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Fespace restraint entre les pales cons&utives du rotor. A cause de leur forme speciale, les 

outils actuels sont fabriques chez Pratt & Whitney Canada avec des couts de production 

eleves. De plus, ils sont entierement faits en carbure, qui est un materiel dispendieux. 

Dans le cas du Cup Mill, seulement les pastilles sont faits en carbure est peuvent etre 

facilement remplaces par de nouveaux pastilles fournis par un fabricant specialise". 

En 2002 fut produit le premier prototype du Cup Mill chez Pratt & Whitney 

Canada. Cet outil a 10,125 pouces de diametre et 8,875 pouces pour le diametre intfrieur 

(largeur de coupe de 0,625 pouces). II comporte 20 pastilles standard en carbure, produits 

par Kennametal. Le potentiel de cet outil pour enlever efficacement de grandes quantites 

de materiel a ete d£montre par des tests en usine. Lors de ces tests, le Cup Mill plonge a 

repetition dans des blocs en alliage de titane (le meme materiel utilise pour les rotors 

aubages monobloc). Ces tests ont ete concluants pour mettre en evidence l'usinage des 

rotors monobloc d'une maniere efficace et a moindres couts. 

Les objectifs de la presente recherche peuvent etre groupes en deux volets: 

1. D6velopper, en partant du prototype realise en 2002 et en 

collaboration avec les grands fabricants d'outils, une forme 

amelioree du cup mill, utilisable dans les conditions concretes de 

production chez PWC. Une attention particuliere sera accordee a la 

dur6e de vie des pastilles et a la productivite. De plus, le cout des 

pastilles, ainsi que le corps de l'outil seront aussi pris en 

consideration. 

2. Developper un algorithme capable de generer le trajet de l'outil, 

algorithme qui permettra d'usiner avec une relative precision les 

pales de rotors aubages monobloc. La precedente version de 

Falgorithme produite par M. Petean en 2004 [10] sera analysee, ainsi 

que les methodes de positionnement de l'outil developpees pour 

l'usinage par points et pour le flank milling. 
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Developpement du Cup Mill 

Le developpement de l'outil est fait en collaboration avec les trois grands 

fournisseurs d'outillage, soit Sandvik, Kennametal et Iscar. Le Cup Mill propose" par 

chacun des fournisseurs ne doit pas etre plus gros que 9 pouces en diametre et son poids 

ne doit pas depasser 50 livres, ce qui correspond aux limites imposees par les machine-

outils presentement utilisees chez Pratt & Whitney Canada. Les pastilles utilises doivent 

etre standards (couts r&luits) et posseder une bonne duree de vie ainsi qu'une 

productivite accrue. 

Les trois fournisseurs nous ont presente leurs designs pour le Cup Mill. 

Kennametal propose un outil qui comporte 20 pastilles standard en carbure. Les pastilles 

sont positionnees sur des cassettes, mais leur position radiale ne peut etre controlee, car 

les cassettes sont fixees sur le corps de l'outil avec des visses. Le bon alignement des 

pastilles depend done seulement de la precision de fabrication du corps du Cup Mill 

(augmentation des couts d'achat de l'outil). Les tests d'usinage dans des blocs d'alliage 

de titane effectues a l'usine de Kennametal ont demontre une usure des pastilles 

extremement rapide: les pastilles sont uses seulement apres avoir plonge une seule fois 

dans le materiel. Au moment de l'ecriture de cette these, le developpement de ce 

prototype est interrompu. 

Iscar propose un design de Cup Mill qui possede un diametre exterieur de 8,50 

pouces et un diametre interieur de 7,40 pouces. II comporte 16 pastilles qui sont 

sp^cialement concus pour cet outil, done leur cout est plus eleve et se situe a 20 $ par 

pastille. Les pastilles sont fixes directement au corps de l'outil a l'aide d'une vis. Ce 

design (comme celui de Kennametal) ne permet pas de controler leur portion radiale et 

leur bon alignement depend de la precision de fabrication du corps de l'outil. Le cout de 

celui-ci est relativement raisonnable (approx. 2000 $). Au moment d'ecrire cette these, 
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aucun test d'usinage n'a ete effectue en alliage de titane, done la productivite et la duree 

de vie des pastilles sont inconnues. 

Le Cup Mill propose par Sandvik est le plus interessant. II comporte 16 pastilles 

qui sont fixes sur le corps de l'outil en utilisant des cassettes, done leur position radiale 

peut etre ajustee. Les pastilles sont standard et coutent 11 $ chacun. Le corps de l'outil est 

plus dispendieux que celui de Iscar et coute 5000 $. Sandvik a effectue des tests 

d'usinage dans des blocs d'alliage de titane qui ont d&nontr6 la grande productivite et la 

bonne duree de vie de leur design. Avec un set de pastilles, Sandvik a r&issi a plonger 

dans les pieces de tests 131 fois, a une profondeur de 45 mm. Chaque fente a 6te gen£ree 

en 50 secondes. 

En utilisant les resultats de ces tests, nous pouvons evaluer les performances du 

processus actuel de d^grossissage des pales de rotors monobloc en comparaison avec le 

nouveau processus en utilisant un outil Cup Mill. Pour ce faire, le rotor deuxieme stage 

du moteur de la serie 500 (numero 30J2429) est utilise comme piece de comparaison. En 

premier, les couts de production ainsi que la productivite du processus actuel sont lvalues 

pour le rotor choisi. Ensuite, en utilisant les r&ultats des tests effectues par Sandvik, nous 

pouvons, pour la meme piece, evaluer les couts de production et la productivite du 

nouveau processus de degrossissage. II en ressort une reduction potentielle de 70% des 

couts et du temps d'usinage. Par consequent, en remplacant les fraises utilisees 

actuellement par l'outil Cup Mill, une 6conomie de 300 $ par rotor produit est possible. 

Developpement de l'algorithme 

Du a la specificity de cet outil, pr&entement il n'existe aucun programme capable 

de g6n6rer le trajet de l'outil pour usiner les pales de rotors. La deuxieme partie de cette 

recherche consiste a deVelopper un algorithme permettant d'enlever le plus de materiel 

possible entre deux pales consecutives du rotor aubage monobloc. 
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Une premiere version de l'algorithme a ete deVeloppee en 2004 par M. Marius 

Petean, au cours de sa recherche de maitrise. L'objectif premier de cet algorithme &ait de 

d&nontrer qu'il est possible d'usiner avec le Cup Mill des surfaces aussi complexes que 

celles qui composent les pales des rotors. Par contre, cet algorithme n'est pas 

suffisamment performant pour 8tre utilise en production: 

• la precision d'usinage est insuffisante ; 

• faible productivite, a cause du long trajet de l'outil, genere par cet algorithme. 

Cette premiere version de l'algorithme genere un trajet de l'outil qui est a 3-axes, 

done l'axe de l'outil reste fixe durant l'usinage. Ceci limite serieusement la precision des 

positions de l'outil sur la surface des pales et laisse beaucoup d'exces de materiel. 

L'espace entre deux pales consecutives est usine en geneiant les positions de l'outil a 

differents niveaux (hauteurs). La suite des positions a differents niveaux constitue le 

trajet de l'outil. La grande longueur du trajet de l'outil vient du fait que la surface 

d'aspiration et la surface de pression sont usinees a tour de role, ce qui cree un 

mouvement en zigzag de l'outil. 

Les objectifs du nouvel algorithme sont: 

• Generique (applicable a tous les differents numeros de pieces) 

• Trajet de l'outil sans interferences 

• Optimal (maximum volume de materiel enleve) 

• Productif 

Cet algorithme est concu en utilisant Pinterface CATIA V5 et le langage de 

programmation Visual Basic 6.0, qui permet d'acceder aux fonctions API (Application 

Programming Interface) de CATIA. Cette combinaison CATIA V5 - Visual Basic 

simplifie la creation de ralgorithme, car un bon nombre de fonctions necessaires sont 

deja integrees dans CATIA et ne doivent pas etre cres. 
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A chaque niveau, l'algorithme doit positionner l'outil le plus pres possible de la 

surface de la pale (surface de pression ou d'aspiration). La combinaison des diff&entes 

positions de l'outil permet l'enlevement d'un maximum de matiere entre les deux pales. 

Pour ce faire, 5 lignes equidistantes recouvrent la surface de la pale dans la direction de 

la longueur de celle-ci (direction radiale du rotor). L'algorithme place l'outil tangent a la 

surface de la pale a un niveau donne et tente de minimiser les distances entre chacune des 

lignes et la surface coupante (surface engendree par la rotation des pastilles) de l'outil. Ce 

problems de minimisation est r^solu par la methode de Newton. La fonction qui doit etre 

optimisee est la somme des distances entre les lignes a la surface de la pale et la surface 

coupante de l'outil. Ces distances dependent des angles de rotation (les 3 axes possibles) 

autour du point de tangence, qui sont les variables independantes de la fonction. Le calcul 

s'arrSte quand les distances entre le Cup Mill et les cinq lignes, pour ce niveau d'usinage, 

sont au minimum. L'algorithme v&ifie, a chaque iteration, si l'outil entre en collision 

avec les autres surfaces du rotor (la surface de la pale opposed et la surface du disc du 

rotor). En cas de collision, pour cette direction de rotation, Tangle de rotation est reduit 

de moitie et une autre direction de rotation est recherchee (jusqu'a l'obtention de la 

solution). L'outil est translate' vers le haut ou vers le bas (dependamment de la direction 

de calcul des positions) pour le niveau d'usinage suivant et le processus d'optimisation 

recommence pour cette nouvelle position. Le trajet de l'outil ainsi obtenu demande de 

l'usinage 5-axes et permet d'usiner la surface de la pale le plus precisement possible avec 

le Cup Mill. 

Contrairement a la version precedente, cet algorithme usine chaque cote de la pale 

s6parement (passes d'usinage successives). Les positions de l'outil constituant le trajet 

permettant l'usinage de la face de pression sont gen&ees en premier lieu et ensuite les 

positions pour la face de aspiration. La combinaison de ces deux trajets de l'outil permet 

d'usiner l'espace entre deux pales successives du rotor. 
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L'algorithme comporte les sous-programmes suivants: 

• Gradient evaluation: determine la rotation (autour du point de tangence) qui 

permet la plus forte minimisation de la fonction. 

• Rotation axes: cree les axes de rotation a partir du point de tangence, autour 

duquel l'outil tourne. 

• Tangency finding: determine le point de tangence et repositionne Foutil tangent a 

la surface de la pale apres chaque rotation. 

• Collision prevention: assure que les positions de l'outil obtenues ne sont pas en 

collision avec aucune des surfaces du rotor. 

Afin de valider le present algorithme, des tests d'usinage ont et6 effectues sur une 

machine 5 axes Taurus chez Pratt & Whitney Canada. La piece brute utilisee est en 

aluminium (non en titane, pour des raisons d'economie) et sa forme est identique a celle 

du rotor aubage monobloc qui a pour numero de piece 30J2429. La vitesse d'avance 

utilisee pour ce test est de 3 pouces par minute, avec une rotation de Foutil de 70 tours 

par minute. Les resultats obtenus demontrent la grande precision du trajet de l'outil 

obtenu et la grande productivity de ce processus d'usinage. 

Les directions futures de recherches proposees sur ce sujet peuvent §tre 

enumerees ainsi: 

• Temps de calcul de ralRorithme tres long. 

Chaque changement effectue par ralgorithme est affiche a l'ecran. Du au 

grand nombre de changements effectues, le temps de calcul est tres long 

(2-3 jours de calcul). La solution consiste a developper un algorithme qui 

n'utilise plus cette interface entre CATIA et Visual Basic, mais plut6t un 

seul langage de programmation (C++, Fortran MatLab,...). Cet algorithme 

est plus complique a developper, mais le temps de calcul sera reduit 

• Collisions mineures avec la piece brute observees lors des tests.. 
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Des frottements entre le corps de Poutil et la piece de test sont dus a des 

lacunes dans le sous programme Collision Prevention. Presentement, des 

verifications sont faites par ce sous programme entre la piece (finie) et 

l'outil, mais pas entre le corps de l'outil et la piece brute (n^cessaire pour 

prevenir les frottements observes). Cette modification devra Stre faite pour 

la version suivante de l'algorithme. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

The past decade has witnessed a radical approach toward product manufacture, 

especially in the developed countries, in order to remain competitive. Efforts were 

particularly focused toward reducing non value added activities and achieving step 

increase in product manufacture. Aircraft engine manufactures are competing to develop 

new manufacturing process technologies that would help them to produce their parts 

faster and at lower costs. Particularly, axial compressors and impellers are composed of 

complex sculptured surfaces, and the machining of these components is characterized by 

low material removal rates. 

1.1 Machining of sculptured surfaces 

Sculptured surfaces are used in a wide variety of applications: in the aerospace, 

automotive, shipbuilding, dies and moulds industries. These surfaces are usually 

mathematically defined by parametric forms such as Bezier, B-splines or NURBS. As 

seen in Figure 1.1, a sculptured surface is formed by a series of isoparametric curves in 

"u" and in "v" directions. 

Fig. 1.1 Sculptured Surfaces. 
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Machining of a sculptured surface can be very expensive and time consuming. A 

great extent of energy is employed by researcher to develop strategies to machine such 

surfaces that are gauge-free, faster and produce a good surface finish. Machining 

processes of sculptured surfaces can be grouped into two distinct milling methods. The 

first method, point-milling, employs cutting edges near the end of the tool to remove the 

material. In flank milling, on the other hand, the side of the tool does most of the cutting. 

1.2 Manufacturing of integrally bladed rotors (IBRs) 

Compressors, fans and impellers are generally machined with material removal up to 

90% of the bulk material. In the scope of reducing the specific fuel consumption of the 

engines, as well as the reduction of the gas emissions, engines components are more and 

more designed using temperature resistant alloys. These high temperature alloys are 

typically classified as difficult-to-machine material. Consequently, machining these 

components is generally characterized by low material removal rates. An increase in 

productivity, as well as the surface quality of the parts, was achieved by applying high 

speed machining technology with a point milling process. More recently, at Pratt & 

Whitney Canada, further productivity improvements were obtained by the introduction of 

the flank milling technique for machining airfoil components. Compared to the point 

milling technique, the introduction of the flank milling method in production represents a 

14 times reduction in the numbers of cuts (correlating directly with machining time), 75% 

cost reduction and an improved surface quality. 
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1.3 Motivation 

In order to increase the productivity of manufacturing compressor blades, most 

research was oriented so far to develop more efficient methods for finishing operations, 

since the point milling method used is time consuming. The introduction of the flank 

milling method greatly accelerated the finishing process, and consequently, the research 

has been reoriented toward the roughing operations. 

The current endmills used at Pratt and Whitney Canada for roughing operations have 

poor material removal capacities. Their slender and elongated shape, specially designed 

to fit in the confined space of successive compressor blades, makes these tools more 

suited for finishing operations. Used for roughing, however, these fragile tools cannot 

withstand the large cutting forces implied. In addition, the chip evacuation potential is 

very limited. The cutting speeds are reduced to accommodate the limitations of these 

tools. As a result, the roughing operations are among the most time consuming ones. 

The main goal of the present thesis is to develop a new more productive IBR 

roughing tool, in collaboration with majors tooling suppliers, and to elaborate the 

algorithm that generates the tool path to machine IBRs blades using this tool. 

1.4 Objectives and approach 

In 1999, Mr. loan Sasu, Ph. D., and his associates, proposed a new tool concept used 

to rough compressor blades, called cup mill cutter, to replace the current endmills tools. 

A picture of a cup mill is presented in Figure 1.2. 
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Fig. 1.2 Cup Mill cutter. 

The objectives of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 

• Develop new cup mill tool 

• Evaluate the potentials of the new tool in terms of productivity, tool life and costs; 

• Develop an algorithm capable to generate the optimal tool path of the cup mill 

(removal of a maximum volume of material). 

The tool development is performed in collaboration with major tool manufacturers to 

optimize the performances of the cup mill. The proposed tool designs should 

accommodate standard inserts and cassettes and respect the size and weight limitations of 

the machine tools at Pratt & Whitney Canada. In parallel, the tools developed must be 

very productive and possess a reasonable tool life. 

A first version of the algorithm was developed in 2004 by M. Petean [10] in his 

master project. We will analyze the tool positioning strategy, along with the tool 

kinematics of this algorithm and underline its limitations. By referring also to others tool 

positioning strategies developed for point and flank milling, we will develop an improved 

tool path generation algorithm in which a maximum volume of part material is efficiently 

removed. 
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1.5 Thesis structure 

Chapter 2; Actual IBR roughing method 

The machining difficulties encountered during the manufacturing process of IBRs 

are discussed in this chapter. It is also presented the current roughing method employed 

at PWC. Finally, we estimate the productivity, along with the related manufacturing cost, 

of the current process, for a selected part number. 

Chapter 3: Bibliographic review 

The methods used to machine compressor blades are discussed: point milling and 

flank milling. For both methods, various tool positioning strategies are presented. In 

particular, the "Triple tangent flank milling method" is discussed, which could be used as 

a starting point in the development of a tool positioning strategy used for the cup mill 

cutter. The cup mill cutter developed at PWC and the tool path generating program 

developed by M. Petean is also discussed. 

Chapter 4: Tool development for IBRs machining with cup mill 

This chapter presents the development of the "production" cup mill cutter in 

collaborations with major tool suppliers. The performances of the prototypes provided are 

evaluated and discussed. The potential improving of the productivity of the roughing 

process, as well as the manufacturing cost reduction is estimated for this new process for 

the same part number as in Chapter 2. The results are compared to the performance of the 

actual process. 
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Chapter 5: Program development for IBR machining with cup mill 

A general overview of the new tool positioning strategy, as well as a new tool 

kinematics, is discussed here. This new algorithm tries to address the limitations of the 

first algorithm created by M. Petean, discussed in Chapter 2. 

In addition, this chapter gives a detailed description of the algorithm. First, the new 

tool positioning strategy is described and the important subroutines of the algorithm are 

explained. Then, is presented the collision prevention strategy and, finally, the method 

used to smooth out the tool path. 

Chapter 6: Tests & Results for IBR machining with cup mill 

Finally, in this chapter are presented the results of the tests performed using the 

algorithm described in Chapter 5. For two selected part numbers, the algorithm was 

virtually tested in CATIA V5 and then, real machining tests in production were 

performed. 

Chapter 7; Conclusions & Future Work 

The potential costs reduction and productivity increase associated with the 

implementation of this technology in the production process is discussed. We also present 

some observation regarding the cup mill cutter and the algorithm developed. Some 

limitations of the algorithm are presented as well as the proposed direction for future 

work on this project. 
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CHAPTER 2: Actual IBR roughing method 

2.1 Definition of Integrally Bladed Rotors (IBRs) 

2.1.1 IBRs - part of a gas turbine engine 

Modern aircrafts are powered by engines using the open Gas Turbine Systems. A 

gas turbine is a rotary engine that converts internal energy of combustion gases into 

mechanical energy (see Figure 2.1). 

This system comprises three important parts: the compressor, the combustion 

section and the turbine. Air is admitted into the compressor where it is compressed, it 

then goes into the combustion chamber where the internal energy is increased and finally 

this energy is transformed into work by the turbine section. Part of the work generated is 

used to drive the compressor (through a shaft) and the rest is used for other needs of the 

aircraft (work out). 



Fuel 
Combustion 

Work 
out 

I Fresh Air f Exhaust 
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Fig. 2.1 Open Gas Turbine System 

A simplified representation of an aircraft engine is presented in Figure 2.2. The 

compressor group is composed of a series of axial compressor (multi-stage compressor). 

At each stage, the air is further compressed until it reaches its maximum pressure prior to 

enter the combustion chamber. Each of these stage compressors are composed of airfoils 

in the form of rotor blades, extending radially outward from the periphery of the disk. 
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Fig 2.2 Twin Spool Turbofan Engine 

The blades of conventional aircraft axial compressors are mechanically attached 

to the disks by the use of a precision-machined dovetail slots arrangement. Blisks (bladed 

disks), on the other hand, are produced by machining from a large one-piece forging. 

Compressors made by this method are also called integrally bladed rotors or IBRs. Figure 

2.3 presents an example of an IBR. 
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Fig. 2.3 Integrally Bladed Rotor 

Making a one-piece blisks with blades integrated in the disk offers substantial 

performance advantages by significantly reducing the rotating mass of a conventional 

turbine rotor assembly. Performance advantages also include: 

• increased thrust-to-weight ratio; 

• reduced specific fuel consumption; 

• longer service life; 

• manufacturing costs reduction of the part, compared to the dovetail-slot 

arrangement. 

2.1.2 Aero-engine materials 

The driving force for continual development of many materials over the years is 

the need for harder, stronger, tougher and corrosion/oxidation resistant materials. More 
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specifically, for the case of aero-engine alloys, a high strength-to-weight ratio is required. 

Demand for hotter, more powerful and more efficient engines led to the development of 

superalloys (see Figure 2.4), which can withstand ever-increasing internal engines 

temperatures. 

Engine totnperature »C 

1910; 20 30 <«J 50 60 70 80 90 SOOO Y « W 

Fig. 2.4 Evolution of the internal engine temperature of aircrafts [4] 

The machinability of aero-engines alloys is declining in order to satisfy the 

demand for higher temperature capability for structural engine alloys. From 1990s till 

date we have witnessed almost a two-fold increase in engine temperature. IBRs, in 

particular, are made of advanced titanium alloys (titanium aluminides). Titanium alloys 

exhibits an outstanding strength to density ratio. They exhibit exceptional resistance to 

corrosion, which provides savings on protective coatings like paints, otherwise necessary 

in the case of steel. 

Titanium aluminides are one of the most exciting new alloys introduced for 

aerospace applications, because of their outstanding resistance to high temperatures. The 
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most popular form of titanium alloy used for producing IBRs is the Ti-6A1-4V 

configuration [4]. In contrast, like most new materials, titanium aluminides are difficult 

to machine. The high temperature strength, toughness and ductility of these super alloys 

seriously impair chip segmentation. The presence of abrasive carbide in their 

microstructure accelerates tool wear at the cutting edge. 

It is recommended to use a positive rake angle (a +ve) for semi-finishing and 

finishing operations [4]. This minimizes work hardening of the machined surface by 

shearing the chip away from the work piece in an efficient way and, also, minimizes the 

formation of a buildup edge. Cutting tools with sharp edges are useful in preventing 

material build-up and improves surface finish. Deflections of the work material should 

also be prevented, by using special fixturing. 

The engine internal temperature could be further increased by manufacturing the 

IBRs in inconel 718, since it possess a higher melting temperature than titanium. It is, 

however, far more difficult to cut than titanium. Producing inconel IBRs using the current 

ball endmills is difficult and very expensive due to the extremely short tool life. A new 

machining method and cutting tools are required prior to starting production of inconel 

IBRs. 

2.2 Current IBR roughing tools 

2.2.1 Conical vs. cylindrical tools 

Flank milling of ruled surfaces is commonly performed by using cylindrical 

cutting tools. The characteristics of a cylindrical tool make it suitable to solve most of the 

problems encountered in the industry. However, when the surface to be machined is 
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within a confined space, a conical tool could prove to be a better choice, due to its 

smaller tip and a stronger shank in comparison to cylindrical tool. In addition, the 

deviations between the flank milled surface and the design surface, as well as the 

interferences between the cutting tool and the work piece must also be considered when 

selecting the type of the tool. A tool having a large diameter leads to large deviations and 

a higher probability of collisions. This suggests that conical tools, like taper ball endmills, 

could be a better choice in compressor airfoil machining. 

Fig. 2.5 Hog Taper Ball Endmill (Rougher) 

A photography of a hog taper ball endmills, used at PWC to machine IBRs, is 

presented in Figure 2.5. These tools are ideal for finishing the airfoils of an IBR due to 

their thin and elongated geometry. In this case, the amount of material removed is small, 

the tool robustness and a good chip evacuation potential are not the most important tool 

characteristics. On the other hand, used for roughing operations, these tools are 

unproductive and expensive. 
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2.2.2 Productivity aspects 

As mentioned above, it is very important to efficiently rough integrally bladed 

rotors, since most of the material of the initial blank part has to be removed during this 

operation. Currently, at PWC, hog taper ball endmills are used to rough IBRs, but the 

process is slow because the material removal potential of these tools is limited. 

The design of the taper ball endmills is basically a compromise between access 

and rigidity, compromise which limits the productivity of the cutting tools. These 

limitations become evident during the roughing operations, when the cutting forces 

applied on the tool are at a maximum. During the open pass operation (opening the space 

between two blades) the cutter is fully engaged into the material (see Fig. 2.6). Due to the 

large machining forces present, the cutting feed used for this operation is low. The open 

pass operation is usually the most time consuming one, especially for IBRs with longer 

blades where a longer portion of the cutter is engaged in the material. 

Fig. 2.6 Representation in VERICUT of the open pass operation 
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The long and slender shape of conical cutters tools limits the chip evacuation 

capacity. To increase the rigidity, the ball endmills have shallower flutes and thicker 

webs than conventional tools. In counter part, this impedes the chip evacuation, which is 

particular important during roughing. A significant increase in the cutting feeds used for 

the roughing process is impossible, because the tools cannot evacuate the quantity of 

chips generated. The chips accumulate in the space between the teeth and the tool breaks. 

This tool brakeage is more likely to occur at the junction between the shank and the 

cutting position, where the stress is the highest. An example of a broken tool (rougher) is 

illustrated in Figure 2.7. 

Fig. 2.7 Broken Ball endmills during roughing operation 
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2.2.3 Cost aspects 

Besides being unproductive, these tools are also very expensive. Due to their 

special geometry, particularly adapted to the intended operation they are designed for, 

these tools are not standard and are not included in supplier's catalogs. Consequently, 

there are two options for their supply: in-house grinding or to buy them from a 

specialized grinding shop. Both solutions are very expensive. 

Presently, PWC is producing in-house, in their cutter grind department, all the 

ball endmills used for IBRs flank milling. This involves a big investment in machinery 

and personnel. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 present Gemini cutter grinding machine used at Pratt 

& Whitney Canada. 

Fig. 2.8 Manufacturing of a ball endmills Fig. 2.9 Cutter grind machine tool 
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There are also some other aspects which contribute to the high production costs of 

taper ball endmills: 

• The raw material they are made from - carbide - is expensive, relatively rare, and 

the shipping delay is long; 

• The carbide is irrationally used, both part of the tool (the shank and cutting 

portion) are made from this material; after re-sharpening, the leftover carbide (more than 

60%) is discarded. 

2.3 Productivity & cost of actual method 

To evaluate the productivity, and associated manufacturing cost reduction of the 

new cup mill method, we need to first determine the performances of the actual process. 

In that scope, the productivity and manufacturing cost of the current process are 

determined with respect to a selected IBR part number. The part number is 30J2429 of 

the PW500 engine series and a picture is presented in Figure 2.3. This same part will be 

used during the machining test with the cup mill cutter. 
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Table 2.1 Actual roughing process (P/N 30J2429) 

Total 

tool cost* 

1100 

1080 

1000 

Total 

Machining 

time/blade 

[min/blade] 

2.42 

1.25 

1.25 

1.75 

6.67 

* [Total tool cost] = [cost of blank] + [cost initial grind] + [cost/re-sharp] X [number of 

re-sharp] 

The current roughing process of this part number comprises 4 roughing operations (in 

order): 

1 Open pass: open the space between two consecutive blades; 

2 Roughing pressure side; 

3 Roughing suction side; 

4 Roughening of the hub: removes excess material left of the hub by the previous 

roughing operations. 

Three different taper ball endmill used for the roughing process for this part number 

and their "PC" number are identified in Table 2.1. For each of these tools, it is also 

presented the tool life between re-sharp and the number of possible re-sharps. 

The total machining time of the cutters is calculated in the following manner: 

[Tool life] x {[Number of re-sharps] + 1} 

Process 

Open Pass 

RHub 

RSuct. 

R Press. 

Tool 

PC319082 

PC319279 

PC311293 
I^SFSM $sm$MaJm 
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The total cost of each tool comprises: the initial cost of the blank carbide, the cost 

of the initial grinding operation and the cost of the successive re-grinding operations. 

Using the total tool life and machining time per blade (19 blades) of each roughing 

operations, we can calculate the numbers of parts that can be produced per tool. 

In Table 2.2 is presented the tool cost per part, as well as the machining costs per 

part for the selected IBR. The hourly machining cost at PWC is estimated at 200 $/hrs. 

Table 2.2 Roughing part cost of actual process (P/N 30J2429) 

Process 

Open Pass 

RHub 

R Suction 

R Pressure 

1SBBNNBM&B® 

1BBB1H 

lwisi&s9IBHH6n£sJ£§raHi 

Machining 

Time 

[hrs/part] 

2.11 

Cost 

[$/part] 

422.43 

Total Cost 

[$/part] 

464.73 

Analyzing the distributions of the actual manufacturing costs of this IBR, 

presented in Table 2.2, it stands out that more than 90% of the total cost is related to the 

machining costs, not to the cost of tooling (only 10%). In conclusion, a reduction of the 
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machining time (productivity increase) has a greater impact on the total manufacturing 

cost of IBRs that the reduction of tool costs. 

It is apparent from Table 2.2 that the roughing time per part is very long. This 

situation is responsible for the high manufacturing cost of the roughing process and it is 

evident that by using the current ball endmills the productivity of the roughing process 

cannot be greatly improved, thus the need for a new roughing method. The process of 

searching for a new method/tool for roughing IBRs has already started with the 

development of the cup mill cutter, discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: Bibliographic review 

3.1 Point MiUing 

Point milling was the first method of machining sculptured surfaces and it is still 

very broadly used even today. The strategy consists on using the ball end of the tool to 

generate the surface as it makes many closely spaced tool passes over the design surface. 

These passes follow the isoparametric curves of the surface (ex. in the "u" direction, see 

Fig. 1.1). Whenever a curved surface is machined using a ball nose or a radiused-comer 

endmill, cusps are left on the surface, as shown in Figure 3.1. These cusps are related to 

the cross-feed, the radius of the tool, and the curvature of the surface. 

Fig. 3.1 Cusps formation [5] 

Great efforts are invested on firstly, reduce the height of the scallops, secondly, 

reduce the length of the required path of the tool (machining time) and finally, avoid tool 
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gouging into the surface. Faster machining time and a better surface finish can be 

achieved by using a 5-axis machine rather than a 3-axis one. The extra two axes (axis of 

rotation) permits a better matching between the design surface and the end of tool, see 

Figure 3.2. 

Endmill perpendicular 
to surface 

Endmill rotated 10 degrees 
to match curvature of surface 

Radius corner 
endmill 

Surface to be 
machined 

Fig. 3.2 Curvature matching with 5-axis [5] 

If a ball nose endmill is more appropriate when using a 3-axis machine, S. Bedi et 

al. state in their paper entitled Comparison of 5-Axis and 3-Axis Finishing Machining of 

Hydroforming Die Inserts [5], that flat and radiused-corner endmills reduce machining 

time and improve surface finish in 5-axis machining. By tilting the tool, the curvature of 

the design surface at the point being machined can be matched more closely, thus 

reducing the number of passes required to machine the surface and reduce the cusp 

height. 
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3.1.1 Tool positioning strategies for point milling 

3.1.1.1 Point milling 3-axis 

Three-axis point milling using a ball nosed cutter was the first method developed 

for machining sculptured surfaces and is still very used today (Warkentin et al.,[13]). The 

strategy for positioning the cutter on the surface can be explained using Figure 3.3. 

Fig. 3.3 Positioning the tool using the 3-axis tool strategy [13] 

The ball nosed tool is in tangential contact with the surface at the contact point, CC. The 

tool position is offset from the contact point by the tool radius r, along the normal 

direction ». The tool axis direction is constant (3-axis machining) and can be considered 

to be in the vertical direction, namely, /m»=[0,05l]
T. Thus, the position of the tool can be 

expressed by the following equation: 

tpos= CC + rn (3.1) 
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3.1.1.2 Point milling 5-axis 

A common 5-axis tool positioning strategy is the Inclined Tool method (also 

known as Sturz milling), proposed by Vickers et al. in 1985 [13]. This is usually a 

superior strategy than the 3-axis one because the orientation of the tool follows the shape 

of the machined surface. The tool axis, ^ , is inclined in the feed direction, f, by a 

constant angle <j). Figure 3.4 shows the Inclined Tool method for a toroidal cutter. To 

easily define the position and orientation of the tool in space, a fixed-on-tool coordinate 

system is created. One of the axes of the coordinate system is in the direction on the 

normal, n, at the contact point CC. The second axis, e, is perpendicular to n and is on the 

plane generated by the feed and normal (/"and n) vectors, as seen in Figure 3.5. Namely: 

e = n x (n x f) using the triple vector product 

The tool axis is given by: 

taxis = cos(<j))n + sin((J>)e (3.2) 

and the tool position is given by: 

tPos= c + R sin(<j>)n - R cos(<J>)e (3.3) 

where c = CC + rn 
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Fig. 3.4 Inclined positioning method [13] Fig. 3.5 Tool axis plane [13] 

Further improvement of this method was proposed by Rao et al. [13] who 

proposed the Principal Axis Method. That is one of the first methods that actually takes 

into account the surface curvature of the design surface and is presented in Figure 3.6. 

The tool inclination angle <|) is no more constant and in the direction of the feed, but 

rather the value of <j> depends of the curvature of the surface and is always in the direction 

of minimum surface curvature "fa.. 
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The tool position and orientation (ta^ and tpos) are the same as the ones for the 

Inclined Tool method (eq. 3.2 & 3.3). The only difference will be the second coordinate 

frame direction e will now be in the minimum curvature direction. 

e = X2 

The value of tilting angle § will now be a function of the maximum curvature X\ 

at the point of contact CC. 

Fig. 3.6 Principal axis method [13] 

A final method for 5-axis point milling of sculptured surfaces is the Multi-point 

machining. This method is a further improvement of the Principal Axis Method. MP 

machining tries to orient the tool in such a manner that there will have more that one 

contact point at the same time on the surface. As illustrated in Figure 3.7, besides having 

the first contact point CCi, this method tries to find a second contact point on the surface, 

CC2. This second point is located at a distance equal to w away from CCi in the direction 

of maximum curvature X\. 
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Fig. 3.7 Path of cutter contact points [ 13] 

The major advantage of the point milling method is that it permits to machine 

virtually any 3 dimensional shapes, without any design modifications. From the 

manufacturer point of view, however, point milling is a very time consuming process 

since only a small amount of material is removed after each passage of the tool. Another 

disadvantage is that point milling produces a scalloped surface finish, which usually 

requires manual polishing operations. Using this method, compressor blades of aturbofan 

engine, for example, will require several hours to be machined (if not days) and another 

several hours for hand polishing. 

The evolution of point milling from the simple 3-axis machining to 5-axis Multi-

Point machining greatly increased the productivity and the quality of the surface finish 

produced. However, point milling remains a time consuming method for producing 

complex part such as compressors and turbines blades. It is clear that another more 

productive method is required. 
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3.2 Flank Milling 

To solve this problem, a more productive approach of machining complex 

surfaces was developed: flank milling. In contrast to point milling, in flank milling the 

taper part of the cutter does the main cutting. Material removal rate is much higher since 

the whole length of the cutter is involved in the cutting. The surface finish is also greatly 

improved since no scallops are left behind. 

This method is particularly well suited for machining impellers and turbine 

blades. Since the performance of these parts is directly related on the surface design, it is 

important to develop a tool positioning strategy that minimizes the error between the 

designed surface and machined surface. 

3.2.1 Tool positioning strategies for Flank Milling 

It is generally conceived that a surface is flank millable if it can be approximated 

by a ruled surface. A ruled surface is formed of two boundary curves B(u) and T(u) (see 

Figure 3.8) and an infinity of straight lines between corresponding point (same u 

parameter) on these curves. It has however been demonstrated by C.Y. Wu in 1995 that 

the ruled surface criterion is not sufficient to guarantee that a surface is flank millable in 

the conventional single-pass manner [15]. Fans blades for example, have highly twisted 

blades than can never-the-less be approximated by a ruled surface. However, owing to 

the sever twist of the surface along a straight line element, the flanked milled surface 

(generated in a single pass) may deviate quite significantly from the ruled surface. Wu et 

al. proposed for such components the multi-pass flank milling method that is discussed in 

the next section. 
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Many researchers have proposed different flank milling approaches for machining 

ruled surfaces in the past 10 years. Some examples of authors that present different 

algorithms of positioning the tool on such a ruled surface are: Bohez et al., Liu, Tonshoff 

and Rackow, Redonnet et al., Tsay and Her [8]. Each of their proposed solutions will not 

be discussed in this paper. However, it can be mentioned that each of these methods tries 

to minimize the discrepancies between the ruled surface and the tool positions through a 

minimization process. More recently, Bedi et al. proposed the "Rolling Cylinder method" 

[8] that deserves a closer attention. 

This is a three step method that minimizes the deviation distribution between the 

ruled lines and the machined surface, as shown in Figure 3.9. 

Step 1. The tool is initially placed, along a ruled line, tangentially to the two 

boundary curves (B(u) & T(u)). Referring to Figure 3.10, the maximum deviation 

between the machined surface and the ruled line occurs at constant parametric value w 

=0.5. Only the boundary curves of the surface are machined exactly. 

Step 2. A first optimization takes place in the direction of the ruled line (constant 

parametric u values). This will ensure that the deviations distribution along the ruled line 
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and the machined surface are minimized in the w direction, as portrayed in Figure 3.10. 

The tangency points will be shifted inward on the ruled line, thus introducing regions of 

overcut. This makes the tool tangent to two new isoparametric curves Surf(u,wi) and 

Surf(u,W2) at some values wi and W2. 

Step 3. The second optimization is in the direction of the feed (constant 

parametric w values). The tool is then "rolled" on the two isoparametric curves in 

opposite u-parameter directions, until the deviation switches from undercut to overcut 

(see Figure 3.10). At this instant, the tool will simultaneously be tangent to the surface in 

3 points: to the two curves Surf(u,wi) and Surf(u,W2) and to the ruled line at some 

we [0,1]. This is considered to be the optimum position of the Triple tangent Flank 

Milling Method. 

StepQ : Initial position of tangency points 
at boundary curves 

Step /K : Optimization along parameter w 

Step fj] : Optimization along parameter u, 
Toolposition with three tangency 
points reached 

boundary curve Surf"(u,l) = B(u) 

Fig. 3.9 Schematic drawing of search algorithm [8] 
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Fig. 3.10 Deviations distribution along the ruled line at each step [8] 

3.2.2 Flank milling using CAD/CAM software 

CATIA V5 has the possibility to generate a flank milling tool path to machine 

complex surface using endmills tools. The flank contouring code is provided to Dassault 

Systems by NCCS, a California-based NC software firm. According to a product review 

of CATIA V5 (R16) published by CIMdata, Dassault Systems "does not plan to have 

multiple granular cycles [for flank milling], but instead offer more generic cycles" [3]. 

The flank milling possibilities offered by CATIA are very limited, and insufficient to 

correctly machine complex aeronautical components like turbine blades, impellers and 

integrally bladed rotors. Major engine manufacturers have developed specific cycles for 

5-axis machining of airfoils components. According to this product review, among the 

short-term priorities of IBM/Dassault for further product development of CATIA V5 is 

included an "increased investment in 5-axis machining" [3]. It can be supposed the future 

versions of CATIA V5 would possess more complete machining modules and could be 

suitable to machine complex aeronautical components, however, in the mean time, major 

aircraft manufacturers rely on home-made software. 
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3.2.3 Arbitrary surface flank milling program (ASFM) 

In order to be more productive and reduce the manufacturing costs, Pratt & Whitney 

Canada has invested considerable efforts to expand the applicability of flank milling to 

cover all types of axial compressors. 

Fig 3.11 Single pass flank milling of an IBR blade [15] 

In the flank milling method, the entire blade surface is generated by a single passage 

of the cutter through the blank material. This engages all the points along the conical 

cutting portion of the tool as well as the ball-nose surface, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. 

Some blade surfaces are very twisted and cannot be flanked milled by a single pass of the 
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cutter due to the large deviations between the tool and the desired surface (even if this 

surface can be approximated by a ruled surface). 

However, by imposing three design curves to lie on a ruled but highly twisted surface 

(instead of two, at the bottom and at the top of the blade), the surface can be flanked 

milled by the technique of multiple passes. Referring to Figure 3.12, this technique 

separates a twisted surface into two (or more) smaller and less twisted surfaces, and each 

one can be flanked milled. There is, obviously, a tangency condition at the joint of the 

two surfaces. Using this principle, C. Y. Wu and his team [15] were able to flank mill 

moderately complex rotors that can not be machined in a single flank milling pass. 

Fig. 3.12 Two pass flank milling for more complex blades [15] 

Following the successes of this experiment, C. Y. Wu et al. started the development 

of the Arbitrary Surface Flank Milling (ASFM) system at PWC. This system's primary 

role is to transform an actual arbitrary blade design into a similar flank millable blade. By 
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an iterative process, the designer can identify a blade design that is flank millable and 

possesses similar (or superior) performances and structural integrity as the original blade 

design. 

The ASFM system comprises about 30 batch programs, each one performing one 

special function belonging to one or more of the following three logical phases of the 

system: 

• Test for Flank Millability; 

• Detailed Machining; 

• Manufacturing Concerns. 

Phase 1 - Test for Flank Millability 

In this phase, a blade design is given as input into the system, in the form of 

curves on the pressure side and suction side. The system generates a probable flank 

millable blade design with the associated tool path. Based on the results obtained, the 

user can rapidly decide if the blade has a good chance to be flank millable or not. In the 

case of an affirmative answer, the second phase follows. 

Phase II - Detailed Machining 

Phase I determined the cutter trajectories that give a probable flank milled 

surface. In phase II each enveloping surfaces, associated with the cutter trajectories, are 

fine tuned to yield a flank milled blade possessing the same aerodynamic performances 

and structure integrity as the original blade design. Depending of the complexity of the 

blade, this iterative process can take a few days and a dozen of iterations until a correct 

flank millable blade is obtained. 
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Phase III - Manufacturing Concerns 

Phases I and II only concern the finishing cut. Phase III determines all the other 

operations of the actual material removal process, like the roughing and the semi-finish 

cuts. These passes are simply generated by offsetting the cutter positions from the 

finishing cut away from the blade. This phase of the process permits also the user to have 

a way to cope with eventual blade and cutter deflections, by making adjustments in the 

orientation and positions of the cutter. The adjusted tool orientations, composing the 

flank milling tool path, compensates for the blade deflections and no overstock is 

generated. 

Introducing the ASFM program at PWC represented a major step forward, in terms of 

productivity and cost reduction. In addition, it eliminated the need for rework or hand 

polishing of the blade surface after machining. 

3.3 New IBRs roughing method 

33.1 Tool development 

3.3.1.1 Cup mill approach 

The development of a new tool concept for roughing IBRs began at PWC ten 

years ago with the work performed by Mr. loan Sasu, Ph. D. at the manufacturing 

engineering department at Pratt and Whitney Canada [18]. The new tool, called cup mill, 

was designed to respond to the following technical and economical criteria: 
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• more rigid, 

• more productive, 

• good chip evacuation, 

• cost effective, 

• rational use of carbide 

A simplified form of a cup mill is presented in Figure 3.13. This tool is composed of 

a hollow cylindrical body that is rotating about its axis, to which inserts are attached at 

the base of the tool. The rotation of the inserts is generating a surface identified as the 

cutting surface and it is the active portion of the tool. The main characteristic of this tool 

is its rigidity and it is expected that this tool would improve the productivity of 

machining compressor blades and, thus, significantly reduce their manufacturing cost. 

The cylindrical body of the tool is made of steel, which imparts, as was 

mentioned, a high rigidity of the system, with the following consequences: 

• higher productivity; 

• reduced blade deflections due to the tool kinematics (see chapter 5); 

• more aggressive cutting parameters. 
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Body 

Inserts 
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> - Body 

Cutting 
region 

Fig. 3.13 New tool concept for roughing IBRs. 

The cup mill has a diameter that can ranges between 7 to 10 inches. This allows 

mounting up to 20 inserts on the tool. The use of inserts procures important advantages 

when compared to full carbide ball endmills: 

• more economic, 

• easy to change, 

• easy to get supplies. 

Due to the high number inserts (20 vs. 3 or 4 teeth for ball endmills), this tool 

possesses a longer tool life. Using inserts, instead of manufacturing special ball endmills, 

also reduce the dependency upon the Cutter Grind department. 
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Table 3.1 Evaluation of the productivity and costs of current tools (PN3070531-01) 
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In Table 3.1 is presented, for a selected IBR (P/N 3070531), the tool life and the 

manufacturing costs of currently used taper ball endmills, as well as the machining time 

per blade of the different operations. It can be noticed that the most time consuming 

operations are the open pass, the finishing of the hub and the finishing of the trailing and 

leading edge. The unproductively of the hub, leading and trailing edge finishing 

operations can be explained by the fact that these portions of the blade are still machined 

using the point milling method. However, among the operations involved in the 

machining of the blade surface (flank milling operations), the open pass and the roughing 

of the blades have the longest machining time (more than 18 minutes per blade). The 

scope of this project is to replace all these roughing operations using taper ball endmill 
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cutters, with a single roughing operation using the cup mill cutter that is 3 to 4 times 

more productive. 

3.3.1.2 Cup miUfirst prototype 

In 1999 started the production of a first prototype of the cup mill cutter, base on 

the work performed by Mr. loan Sasu and collaborators. This tool was made from 4140 

steel and has 20 inserts. Referring to the CATIA model presented in Figure 3.14, holes 

were drilled into the body of the tool to permit the delivering of the cooling fluid from the 

spindle to each insert individually. The cup mill has an outside diameter of 10.125 inches 

and an inner diameter of 8.875 inches, giving an effective cutting with of 0.625 inches. 

This tool is designed to be used with a BT50 holder. 

The inserts are alternatively positioned in the inside and outside of the tool so, ten 

of the inserts were left end (LFEW3534FLLN) and ten were right end 

(LFEW3534FRLN). They are carbide (uncoated) inserts of grade KC510M and were 

manufactured by Kennametal. The inserts are directly mounted on to the body of the cup 

mill without the use of cassettes. This prototype was finished by the end of 2002 and a 

picture of it is shown in Figure 3.15. 
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Fig 3.14 CATIA Model of the Cup Mill cutter developed at PWC 

Fig 3.15 Cup Mill produced at PWC 
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3.3.1.3 Titanium machining test 

Some concerns were expressed on the capability of such a large tool to sustain the 

large forces generated during the machining of hard titanium parts. To dissipate these 

concerns, the cup mill was tested under the most extreme conditions possible: plunging 

directly into a titanium test piece. This is to simulate the conditions of the tool during the 

open pass phase of the roughing, where the cutter is fully engaged into the workpiece and 

the machining forces are at a maximum. The titanium work piece used for the test was of 

cylindrical shape (half of cylinder), because it is a close approximation of the shape of a 

blank IBR part. The experiment consisted in simply plunging into the test piece with the 

tool to a predefined depth (thus creating a slot), indexing the part and plunging again. The 

results of this test (shown in Figure 3.16) were very encouraging: the initial expectations 

concerning the robustness and the productivity of this tool were demonstrated. 

mSSFM i 
1Q0RPM 
:604 IPT ' 
41PM 
1$ Sec /1.250" depth. 

Plunging 

Fig 3.16 Evaluating the performances of the cup mill for machining titanium 

The cup mill cutter was patented by PWC in 2005. 
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3.3.2 Program development 

A machining test was conducted on an actual IBR part using the cup mill cutter, 

to demonstrate that this tool is capable to generate complex surface composing the 

blades. Since this tool concept is new, and very different from the actual tool used in 

production, no suitable CAD/CAM software exists that can program the cup mill cutter 

for such a complicated task. An algorithm was required that could generate the tool path 

to rough an IBR using this tool. 

3.3.2.1 Software used 

A first version of the algorithm was developed in 2004 by Marius Petean [10]. 

This is the first software capable to generate a tool path for roughing IBRs using a cup 

mill cutter. 

The elaboration of the algorithm using only a computer language like C++ or 

FORTRAN is very complicated and requires extensive programming and mathematical 

skills. The drawings of both the IBR part and the tool have to be transformed into 

mathematical formats understandable by the programming language. On the other hand, 

by using simultaneously the CATIA V4 software and a programming language, the 

problem is greatly simplified. This combination is called interfacing, which is a mean of 

interaction between two systems. 

More particularly, in CATIA V4, Application Programming Interface (API) is a 

set of sub-routines used programmatically to manipulate CAD data. Standard 

programming languages can be used to access these API functions. CATIA V4 allows the 
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usage of API for specific data extraction, software customization and automation 

purposes. 

For the first version of the algorithm, the FORTRAN programming language was 

used in combination with CATIA V4. CATGEO, which stands for CATIA Geometric 

Interface Fortran routine is the application that permits this indirect communication 

between the user and CATTA V4 by using a computer program (FORTRAN in this case). 

3.3.2.2 Tool Kinematics 

The tool positioning strategy of this fist version of the program [10] is fairly 

simple, since the tool orientation of the cup mill is kept constant throughout the 

machining of the blade (3-axis machining). For a constant tool orientation, the algorithm 

finds the corresponding tool positions coordinates, following a defined strategy, which 

will be described below. Also, when the direction of the tool axis is not changing, 

collisions between the part and the tool can easily be avoided. This implies that the 

algorithm does not require any collision detection procedures (no corrective measures are 

necessary), since the tool kinematics are designed in that scope. 

Before the tool path computation, the algorithm has to determine the tool 

orientation. The program creates some geometric constructions on the part that will be 

described here; see Figure 3.17 below. 
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Fig. 3.17 Tool axis finding strategy 

The program starts by offsetting the pressure and suction side faces, as well as the 

hub (or gas path) surface, toward the interior of the space between blades, by a small 

increment (0.035 inch in this case). These offset faces are the limiting surfaces for the 

tool and ensure that no gauging in the blade will occur. From the point PT1 (see Figure 

3.17) on the offset pressure side, the lines LN1 and LN2 are created, which are two lines 

passing by PT1 and are normal to the hub and to the pressure side surfaces respectively. 

The plane defined by these two lines intersects the pressure side surface (offset) along the 

curve CRV1. The line LN3, connecting the end point of the curve CRV1 is defined as the 
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tool axis direction. A parallel to this line, passing by point PT3, is defined on the suction 

side - LN4. 

Once the tool axis orientation is determined, the path generation process begins. 

The tool kinematics selected in this version of the program excludes any possibility of 

collision between the tool's body and the part. In this scope, the space between the blades 

is machined level-by-level. Referring again to Figure 3.17, the tool is sliding on the 

"Base Plane" (normal to the tool axis); this plane is translated downward by a small 

increment, starting the next level. At each level both the pressure and the suction side of 

the blade are machined one after the other. According to M. Petean, by keeping the tool 

axis constant and machining the blades level-by-level permits to have a good control over 

the cup mill and reduces the risk of collisions. 

At each stage, the tool is first positioned on the pressure side of the blade and then 

is translated, on the "Base Plane", to the suction side of the blade (or vice versa). 

However, this translation from one side of the blade to the other one is interrupted by a 

third intermediate position, called the "Base Position". The Base Position is the position 

of the tool, for the already determined tool axis direction, limited at the outer 

circumference by the line LN1 and on the inner circumference by the line LN4. The role 

of the base position is to ensure that the material is completely removed from the blade 

surfaces around the regions that are the most probable of entering in contact with the cup 

mill body. The corner PT1 on the pressure side and the comer PT3 on the suction side are 

the most advanced edges of the blade, and thus, it is around these points that a collision 

with the tool is likely to occur. 
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3.3.2,3 Tool path generation strategy 

Figure 3.18 represents the cross section of two blades machined by the cup mill 

cutter at a particular level of the tool path. On this figure, the cup mill is in the base 

position. The outside diameter of the tool is tangent to the line LN3 and the inside 

diameter of the tool is tangent to the line LN4 (both are parallel to the tool axis). Note 

that in Figure 3.18 the view portrayed is in the direction of the tool axis, and, as a result, 

the line LN3 and LN4 are observed as two points: PT1 and PT3. It can be also observed 

that the positions of the tool at the base position, at the different levels of machining, are 

following a line that is parallel to the tool axis. 

Trailing edge Leading edge 

Pressure side offset 

To the suction side 

Suction side offset 

Fig. 3.18 Tool path finding strategy - Base position 
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A clockwise rotation of the cup mill about PT1 (i.e. line LN3) will bring the cup 

mill closer to the pressure side of the blade. This is the second position of the tool at a 

level of the tool path: the Pressure Side position. Due to the more pronounced curvature 

of the suction side, rotating the cup mill about point PT3 (line LN4) will not bring the cup 

mill close enough to the leading edge portion of the blade. Therefore, a new point Bl is 

defined that is on the inner circumference of the cup mill at the base position, see Figure 

3.18. This point is at a certain distance from the suction blade side. M. Petean's master 

thesis [10] does not specifies clearly how this point was determined; it simply mentions 

that it is at a "sufficient distance from the blade" so, a rotation about this point, brings the 

cup mill close to the leading edge of the blade. This is the third position of the tool path: 

the Suction Side position. 

At each level, the cup mill is positioned on the pressure side of the blade, then 

rotates about PT1 to the base position and rotates again about Bl to the suction side. The 

cup mill is lowered by a defined increment to the next level (toward the hub), and this 

cycle is to be repeated in the reverse direction. The algorithm stops when the bottom of 

the blade is reached by the tool (a collision with the hub is detected). 

A portion of the tool path is presented in Figure 3.19 for the levels "i" and "i+1". 

As mentioned above, at each level, the tool does not go directly from the pressure side to 

the suction side (or vice versa), but will pass trough the "Base Position" fist, generating a 

"zigzag" motion. Also, from this figure it can be noted that the Base Positions are 

collinear. The transition between the cup mill positions is executed by a circular 

interpolation. 
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Tool axis for 
base position Base position 
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Fig. 3.19 Tool kinematics 

3.3.2.4 Testing the algorithm developed by M. Petean 

Machining tests were carried out using the tool path generated by this first version 

of the program, with the cup mill build at PWC. The IBR selected for the test was a 

second stage compressor from the PW 500 series engines and a picture is presented in 

chapter 2 (see Figure 2.3). For safety and economic reasons, the blank material for this 

part was not made of titanium but rather from aluminum. This test was performed on a 5-

axis Hu80 machine tool. 

A picture of this test is presented in Figure 3.20 and the results obtained are 

presented in Figure 3.21. 
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Fig 3.20 Machining test 

* * " * -

Fig. 3.21 Results of cutting test using the algorithm [10] 
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3.3.2.5 Limitations of the actual program 

A close analysis of the presented algorithm reveals major drawbacks which limit 

the productivity and the accuracy of the machining process using a cup mill: 

• The tool positions are determined on the base of an arbitrary and intuitive 

geometrical construction, and not on the base of any logical criteria; 

• The kinematics of the tool is inefficient (long tool path). 

First, the determination of tool axis orientation is questionable. The axis is 

obtained by performing a geometric construction on the part, but the logical steps that 

lead to the development of this construction are not explained. There are no reasons to 

consider that this tool axis is optimal (as mentioned by Marius) because the volume of 

removed material can be further increased by finding another tool orientation. There 

exists a tool orientation that allows a maximum volume of material to be removed (for 3-

axis machining). This tool axis is optimal (and unique) and could be found through an 

optimization process. We consider that this approach is the correct solution for a fixed 

axis machining strategy. 

There is another important aspect to be considered: the machining precision 

obtained using a 3-axis tool strategy might not be sufficient to justify the replacement of 

the current cutters with the cup mill, even if the tool has the optimal axis (fixed 

throughout the blade machining). A better precision can be obtained by using a 5-axis 

machining strategy. Based on this strategy, the tool path permitting a maximum volume 

removal has to be determined. In this case, only a modification of the dimensions and 

geometry of the cup mill permits to further improve the precision of the roughing 
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process. The tool dimensions and geometry can be "optimized" (compromise between 

access and rigidity) to remove a maximum volume of material. 

Fig. 3.22 Complete tool path generated 

The second drawback of this first version of the algorithm is the proposed tool 

kinematics. The complete tool path generated by the algorithm is presented in Figure 

3.22. The three different cup mill positions are identified in this figure: pressure side, 

suction side and base positions. It can be observed that the tool path is long due to the 

back-and-forth movement of the tool from one side of the blade to the other side. A major 

part of the manufacturing costs of IBR is related to the machining time of the parts. It is 

essential that the proposed method of roughing IBRs (cup mill) is productive, in order to 

justify its validity. A new tool motion that is more efficient has to be found. 
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In conclusion, the current algorithm fulfills only three of the five major 

requirements as presented in Table 3.2. The main objective of this paper is to determine a 

new algorithm which satisfies all the requirements. 

Table 3.2 Requirements evaluation of the algorithm developed by M. Petean [10] 

Requirement 
i 

Generic 

No interferences 

Optimum (Max. Volume removed) 

Productive 

Smooth tool path 

Alg. Version #1 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Even if this version of the algorithm is not suitable to introduce the cup mill tool 

in production at PWC, it nonetheless succeeded in its primary objective, namely: 

> Demonstrate the feasibility of roughing IBRs blades using cup mill 

cutters. 
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3.4 Compressors machining using annular cutters 

A new concept of roughing integrally bladed rotors blades is introduced by Hunt 

in 1994 [6]. The tool comprises two annular cutters, rotating about their axes, which are 

parallel but not coincident (Figure 3.23). One annular cutter surrounds the other one. The 

interior annular cutter cuts the workpiece to form the concave airfoil surface and the 

exterior cutter generates the convex part of the same blade. The annular cutters 20, 30 are 

moved relatively to each other by pair of rotating cams 56, 62, while their rotation axis 

remains parallel. Both annular cutters can be moved independently, which permits an 

adjustment of space between them so that the shape of the convex and concave aerofoil 

surfaces of the blade 16 may be varied. 

Fig. 3.23 Roughing IBRs using annular cutters [6] 

Both the cup mill cutter method and the method proposed by Hunt are machining 

IBRs using annular cutters. In the twin annular cutter method, both side of the blade are 

machined in a single tool motion. On the other hand, using the cup mill cutter, two 
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separate tool motions are required to machine both sides of the blade since only one 

annular cutter is used. 

However, Hunt's proposed method imposes the cutters axes to remain parallel to 

each other which limit the machining precision on the blade. At a defined level of 

machining, the difference of blade geometry on the pressure side and suction side could 

require a different cutter orientation to be closely machined, which cannot be 

simultaneously accommodated if the cutters axes are parallel. 

Using a 5-axis milling strategy, this tool could be very difficult to program to 

generate complex blades surfaces since two cutters are present and each cutter has to be 

controlled independently. 

3.5 Conclusions of bibliographic review 

In this project, we seek to develop a new tool, along with the path generation 

algorithm, that is to be used for a very specific application: roughing of IBRs. 

Unfortunately, not many papers, in the technical literature, could be found of significant 

relevance to this research since this proposed roughing process is very different than the 

currently employed methods. The point milling and, especially, the flank milling methods 

propose a tool positioning strategy that tries to minimize de deviation between the tool 

and the blade surface. Such an approach could be used to develop the cup mill algorithm, 

since it is required to remove a maximum of material from the blade surface in a single 

pass of the cutter. 

To introduce the Cup Mill project in production, two important issues have to be 

resolved: 
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1. New tool 

A new cup mill tool developed in collaboration with major tool suppliers 

that could be used in production (production tool). 

2. New Program 

• More productive 

• Better machining precision 
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CHAPTER 4: Tool development for IBRs machining with cup 

mill 

4.1 Tool designs 

4.1.1 Design requirements 

In spite of the good results obtained during preliminary tests performed with the 

prototype of the cup mill, this tool presents some technical limitations which are, in the 

same time, subjects of future improvements. The testing first tool design at PWC permits 

to make the following conclusions: 

• There is a potential for the proj ect 

• Better tool rigidity 

At this step we are required a tool suitable to be introduced in production. The 

observed issues of the tool prototype developed at PWC were transmitted to major tool 

suppliers in order to develop a suitable production tool. 

First of all, the diameter exceeds the maximum size permitted by the tool 

magazine of the machines currently in production at PWC. The outside diameter is 

10.124 inches and the maximum tool diameter accepted by the machines is no more than 

9 inches. The insertion of the tool into the spindle of the machine had to be done 

manually by the operator. The tool weight is about 50 lbs, which largely overpass the 

maximum weight imposed by workplace safety regulations, which limits the allowable 

weight that can manually be manipulated by an operator at 25 lbs. 

It is to be noted that the cup mill, in its prototype form, respects weight and power 

limitations of the current machines at PWC, which can support heavier tool weights that 
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50 lbs and the power consumption of the tool during machining is relatively small, due to 

the low spindle rotational speed. 

Past the physical limitation, the cup mill design must justify itself by an increase 

in productivity from the actual method and a reduction of the manufacturing costs. This 

tool is very productive, but the tool life of the inserts is short. The technical input of the 

tooling suppliers is essential here to maximize the tool life of the inserts. In addition, 

these inserts have to be standard. Standard inserts are less expensive than custom made 

inserts, the supply is guarantied and only small quantities are required to be kept in 

inventory. 

The design requirements of the cup mill are summarized in Table 4.1: 

Table 4.1 Design requirements of the cup mill 

Requirements 

Standard inserts and cassettes 

Fit the cutter in machine-tool 
magazine 

Respect actual machine-tool 
weight and power limitations 

Increase productivity 
Reasonable tool life 

Advantages 
Reduce tool cost 
Reduce inventory 

Guarantied tool supply 

Fasy 
inpletrentation 

Reduce manufacturing 
costs 
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4.1.2 Production tool proposals 

Three major tooling manufactures were contacted, namely Sandvik, Iscar and 

Kennametal. Each supplier proposed a design for the cup mill, in accordance to the 

specified requirements. Each one of the potential suppliers presented its own design that 

will be discussed here. 

4.1.2.1 Tool designed by Sandvik 

The tool developed by Sandvik (see Figure 4.1) has an outside diameter of 8.66 

inches and an inside diameter of 7.48 inches. It has 16 half effective square inserts. These 

are carbide inserts and have a double layer PVD coating of TiAlN-TiN. This tough, wear 

resistant coating, applied on a very fine grain carbide substrate, provides a sharp cutting 

edge to the insert. The inserts are not directly mounted on the body of the cup mill, but 

are fixed on cassettes. The reason for this is that in the case of an accident, the body of 

the tool (most expensive) would not be damaged and only the broken cassettes needs to 

be changed. Both inserts and cassettes are standard (Sandvik standard) so, their cost is 

relatively low. 

The coolant delivering system is similar to the one of the tool made at PWC: 

channels drilled in the body of the tool deliver the coolant to each individual insert. 
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0 220 (ADJUSTABLE 

Fig. 4.1 Cup Mill design proposed by Sandvik 

It is interesting to mention than the cassettes can be adjusted on the tool body by 

sliding them toward the interior or the exterior of the tool, as shown in Figure 4.2. This is 

an efficient and inexpensive method of controlling the runout of the inserts. 

Fig. 4.2 Adjustable cassettes (runout control) 
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The inserts are well supported in the cassettes both in the tangential direction as in 

the radial directions, as portrayed in Figure 4.3. 

Radial 
support 

mm 
Fig. 4.3 Inserts support 

The price of the tool body is 5000$ (first prototype).The price of the inserts is 11 

$each. 
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Conclusions 

Table 4.2 Sandvik tool evaluation 

Advantages 

Standard inserts 

Easy maintenance 

Use of cassettes 

Runout control 

Disadvantages 

High tool body cost 

The tool design proposed by Sandvik is excellent. The inserts proposed are 

standard Sandvik inserts so their cost is low (11 $/insert). Also, each inserts comprises 2 

cutting edges (indexes). This design permits an easy runout control of the inserts. The 

only negative aspect of this proposal is the high cost of the body, which is about 5000 $. 

However, since the inserts are mounted on cassettes (not directly on the tool body), the 

tool body is expected to be used to produce a large quantity of parts before it is needed to 

be replaced. 

4.1.2.2 Tool designed by hear 

The tool developed by Iscar is presented in Figure 4.4. This tool has an outside 

diameter of 8.50 inches and an inside diameter of 7.40. It has alternating left and right 

end inserts that are directly mounted on the body of the cup mill (no cassettes). The 

carbide inserts are not coated and are specially made for this tool, so they are expected to 

be more expensive. The cooling system is again similar to the one presented before. 

It is interesting to note that this cup mill is, however, slightly thinner then one 

presented by Sandvik by 0.040 inch, and 0.075 inch thinner than the cup mill developed 
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at PWC. This could be an advantage over the tool proposed by Sandvik because it allows 

a greater freedom of movement of the tool between the compressor blades (but only if the 

productivity and rigidity are not affected). 

Fig 4.4 Cup Mill design proposed by Iscar 

Fig. 4.5 Special Iscar inserts 
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The inserts have 4 possible cutting edges. To prevent the inactive cutting edge of 

the inserts to be damaged during machining, a gap (relief) is designed at the junction of 

the supporting faces on the tool body, as pictured in Figure 4.5. 

Since the inserts are directly mounted on the body of the tool and fastened using a 

single screw, we have no means of controlling the runout of the tool (depends only on the 

manufacturing precision of the tool body). Issues related to the rapid tool wear could 

arise. In addition, the inserts are well supported in the tangential direction, but only the 

screw supports them in the radial direction, as portrayed in Figure 4.6. 

Fig 4.6 Insert support 

The tool body costs about 2000 $ and, since the inserts are special, they are more 

expensive and cost 20 $ each. 
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Conclusions 

Table 4.3 Iscar tool evaluation 

Advantages 

Easy maintenance 

Inexpensive tool body 

Small width of tool walls 

Disadvantages 

Not standard inserts (high cost) 

No cassettes 

No runout control 

Improper inserts support 

The cutting width of the tool proposed by Iscar is less than the design proposal of 

Sandvik by 0.04". This permits a better machining precision due to a greater freedom of 

movement between the blades of the IBR. The inserts are special Iscar insert so they are 

more expensive (20 $/insert). However, each inserts have 4 cutting edges, so their price is 

comparable to the Sandvik inserts that are less expensive but have only have 2 cutting 

edges. The tool body is inexpensive (only 2000 $), but it does not permit any runout 

control or the inserts. At the current time, Iscar did not perform any machining test in 

titanium with this tool, so the performances are unknown. If they are comparable (or 

better) to the performances of the tool proposed by Sandvik, this design could be 

preferred due to the low tool body cost. 

4.1.2.3 Tool designed by Kennametal 

Based on the information available at this time, Kennametal produced a tool with 

20 standard inserts mounted on cassettes. The inserts are made from coated carbide and 

are standard Kennametal inserts. The inserts are mounted on cassettes, but the position of 

the cassettes on the tool body is not adjustable (no runout control possible). The cooling 

system for this tool is similar to the previous ones. We have been also informed that 
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preliminary test (plunging in titanium) were unsatisfactory and the development of this 

tool is, therefore, stopped for the moment. 

Fig 4.7 Cup Mill design proposed by Kennametal 

Conclusions 

Table 4.4 Kennametal tool evaluation 

Advantages 

Standard inserts 

Maximum number of inserts (20) 

Easy maintenance 

Cassettes 

Disadvantages 

No runout control 

Like the Iscar tool, the prototype proposed by Kennametal has no means to 

control the runout of the inserts. The runout measured during the tests was 0.003", which 

exceeds the chip thickness of 0.002". This implies that some inserts are not cutting, while 

others remove more material than intended. The runout problem alone is not sufficient to 

explain the poor tool life experienced during the machining tests: only one slot could be 
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machined. This suggests that the inserts geometry and the inserts coating is inappropriate. 

Until major modifications are made to the proposed design by Kennametal, this cup mill 

cutter cannot be considered as a future IBR roughing tool. 

Table 4.5 Test results for Kennametal 

Positive aspects 

• None 

Negative aspects 

• Runout up to 0.003" (chip thickness 

0.002") 

• Inappropriate insert coating 

• Inappropriate insert geometry 

Of all 3 proposals (Sandvik, Iscar and Kennametal), Sandvik's tool design seems to be 

the most interesting. 

4.2 Sandvik tool performance evaluation 

It is essential for the viability of the project to demonstrate a significant increase 

in productivity and a reduction of manufacturing costs with the introduction of the new 

technology in production. In that sense, each potential supplier needs to evaluate the 

performances of their respective design. It was already mentioned that Kennametal failed 

the test (very short tool life) and Iscar has not performed any tests to evaluate the tool life 

and productivity of its tool at the current time. Consequently, only the results of the tests 

performed by Sandvik are discussed here. The results of this test will influence the 

decision concerning the selection of the supplier of the cup mill and of the inserts among 

the three tool manufacturers. 
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The testing methodology used is the same for each of the three potential suppliers: 

each cup mill successively plunges into blocks of titanium to evaluate the tool life of the 

inserts and tool's productivity. Figure 4.8 illustrates a cup mill plunging into a cylindrical 

block of titanium, thus generating a slot of a predefined length. The test piece can be 

indexed and a new plunging is performed. 

Fig 4.8 Testing the cup mill - plunging into a titanium part 

This method of plunging into the material with the whole width of the cup mill is 

a fast and cheap way of evaluating the productivity and the life of the tool because it 

exposes the tool to the most extreme cutting conditions. 

4.2.1 Sandvik 

A 5-axis Morei Seiki NH-8000DCG machine was used to perform this test at 

Sandvik and the slots generated are 1.77 inches deep (45 mm). The cutting parameters 
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selected for this test were selected by Sandvik and are based on their experience with this 

type of inserts to obtain a maximum productivity and tool life. 

The machining parameters are presented in Table 4.6 and a picture of the test is 

presented in Figure 4.9: 

Table 4.6 Sandvik test - Cutting parameters used 

Speed 

Feed 

Coolant 

Machine 

1772in/min 

65RPM 

0.031 IPR (0.00394 IPT) 

4.05 IPM 

11 gal/min 

Morei Seiki NH-8000DCG 
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*vmm#i!$*mt 

Fig 4.9 Sandvik test - Plunging into a titanium block 

Sandvik's tool machined 131 slots, 45mm deep, in the blocks of titanium (see 

Figure 4.10) using the same index of the inserts. The wear of the inserts (a picture is 

presented in Figure 4.11) is still very small; it can be supposed that the inserts are still 

suited for machining. However, due to the high cost of titanium it was decided to stop the 

tests after 131 slots. Each slot of 4.5 cm in depth was generated in 50 seconds. 
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Fig 4.10 Sandvik test - Machined Parts 

Fig 4.11 Sandvik test - Inserts wear 
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4.3 Productivity and cost evaluation 

The results of this test can be used to evaluate the performance of this tool to 

rough IBRs. In section 2.3 we analyzed the performance of the actual roughing process 

for a selected part number (30J2429, see Fig. 2.3). For comparison purposes, the same 

part number is used here to evaluate the performance of this new technology. In 

particular we are interested to evaluate: the productivity increase and the cost reduction 

of the new process versus the actual method. 

Table 4.7 Performance evaluation of Sandvik tool - IBR part # 30J2429 

Process 

Roughing 

Tool 

Cup Mill 
ISWafWKl 
MiiipM 

Number of 

Inserts/Tool 

16 

Cost/insert 

[$/insert] 

11 

Number of 

Edges/insert 

2 

Inserts 

cost/Tool 

[$] 

176.00 

Part/Tool 

(2 edges) 

16 

Machining 

Time/Blade 

[min/blade] 

2.00 

Tool Life 

(2 edges) 

[min] 

608 

Table 4.7 presents an estimation of the productivity of this tool to manufacture a 

30J2429 part number IBR. The next sections describe how the values in the table were 

calculated. 

4.3.1 Tool life 

Considering that 131 slots 1.8 inches deep (4.5 cm) could be generated with the 

same insert index, if each slot was instead 1.2 inches deep (length of blade), more than 

200 could be generated in a similar manner. This corresponds to perform the open pass 

operation on more than 10 IBRs (19 blades/IBR). Including also the pressure side and the 

suction side machining passes (that remove far less material), we can realistically 

estimate that 8 IBRs can be roughed using the same index of inserts (or 16 IBRs / set of 
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inserts). Note that the subsequent passes remove less material than the open pass (less 

wear). 

Currently, for this part number 3 different tools are involved in the roughing 

process. The tool performances and their manufacturing costs are tabulated in Table 2.1. 

The tool used for the open pass is re-grinded after 10 parts and the tools used for 

roughing the pressure and suction side, after 16 and 12 parts respectively. In other words, 

in average one cutter (rougher) needs to be re-grinded after 4 IBRs produced. Based on 

our estimation, 4 times more parts can be roughed using a set of inserts than using a new 

hog taper ball endmill (16 vs. 4). 

4.3.2 Productivity 

It is also interesting to note that these slots were generated in about 50 seconds 

each (depth of 4.5 cm). Using again the same reasoning as before: 

> Open pass operation could be performed in 33 seconds 

(for a slot 1.2 inches deep); 

> Estimated total roughing time (open pass + pressure side + suction side): 

maximum 2 minutes per blades. 

When comparing the volume removal rate of the cup mill cutter to the current 

production tool, it is observed an increase in productivity by more than 3 times. This 

volume of material is removed in 7 minutes using the actual tool compared to 2 minutes 

using the cup mill cutter. 
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4.3.3 Tool and machining cost reduction 

The inserts supplied by Sandvik cost 11 $/insert. Since there are 16 inserts per 

tool, the total tooling cost is evaluated at 176 $. It was estimated previously that 16 IBRs 

can be roughed using one set of inserts, so the tool cost per part for the new process is 11 

$. The actual tool cost is calculated from Table 2.1, and is 42.3 $/part. 

The machining costs reduction is calculated using the actual hourly machining 

cost at PWC, which is 200$/hour. From Table 2.1, the total roughing time of the actual 

tools is 2.11 hours (6.66 min/ blade) for the part number 30J2429. In comparison, the 

estimated total roughing time for the new process is only 0.63 hour (2 min/blade). This 

represents a 1.5 hours reduction of the roughing time and 296 $ of savings per part. 

The comparison between the actual roughing process and the new proposed one is 

summarized in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 Cost evaluation of Actual vs. New process 

Process 

Roughing 

Actual Process 

Tool 

Cost/Part 

[$/part] 

42.3 

Machining 

Time/Part Cost/Part 

[Hrs/part] [$/part] 

2.11 422.43 

Total 

Cost/Part 

[$/part] 

464.73 

Savings 

Savings [%] 

(32) 

76% 

LAggtgMAtakrf, 

(1.5) 

70% 

(296) 

70% 

(327) 

70% 
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4.4 Inconel 718 tests 

To improve the performances and efficiency of aircraft engines, manufacturers 

are constantly researching new material that permits an increase of the internal 

temperature of the engines. Producing IBRs from inconnel 718 using the current tool is 

very expensive due to the short tool life. 

The cup mill tool could be a solution to this problem. Machining tests in inconel 

were performed at Sandvik, using their proposed tool. Similarly to the titanium tests, the 

cup mill cutter plunged into blocks of inconel 718. 

Fig. 4.12 Tests in Inco 718 

Using the same inserts (same index), they performed 12 slots to a depth of 45 mm 

(1.8 inches) in 100 seconds per slot. The inserts were worn-out after 12 slots, as portrayed 

in Figure 4.12. 
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Table 4.9 Inconel test conclusion 

Process 

Roughing 

Tool 

Cup Mil 

HBSBU 

Number of Cost/insert 

[nserts/Tool [$/insert] 

16 11 

Number of 

Edges/insert 

2 

Insert 

cost/Tool 

[$] 

176.00 

Part/Tool 

(2 edges) 

1 

Machining 

Time/Blade 

[min/blade] 

4.50 

Tool Life 

(2 edges) 

[min] 

86 

Again, referring to the part number 30J2429, we estimate that 12 slots to a depth 

of 1.8 inches is equivalent to perform the open pass operation on 18 blades of this part 

(1.2 inches deep). The time required for the open pass is 68 seconds. Considering the 

pressure and suction side machining passes, we obtain a maximum of 4.5 minutes of 

roughing time per blade (4 x 68 sec). 

Based on these results, one set of inserts (both cutting edges) could be used to 

rough one IBR (all passes). At 11 $ per inserts, the tool cost for producing one IBR is 

176$/part. The cup mill tool could be a solution of producing inconel IBRs in a relatively 

fast time and at a low cost. 

Table 4.10 Cost evaluation of inconel IBR (P/N 30J2429) using cup mill cutters 

Process 

Open Pass 1 

RHub 

R Suction 1 

R Pressure 1 

fmM ililllSt 

ilsRsSallsSla 

Machining 

Time Cost 

[hrs/part] 

1.43 

[$/part] 

285 

Total Cost 

[$/part] 

461 
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Based on this estimation, roughing an IBR in inconel can be performed faster 

using the cup mill cutter that what it currently takes for a titanium part using the actual 

tools (1.42 hrs vs. 2.11 hrs, see table 4.8). The tooling cost is much higher (176 vs. 42.3), 

however, the total manufacturing cost is relatively similar (~ 460$ / part). 

In conclusion: 

• Actual process: 

• Impossible to produce inconel parts - unacceptable high price 

• New process: 

• Can produce IBRs in inconel at the same price as titanium parts using actual 

method 
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CHAPTER 5: Program development for IBR machining with 

cup mill 

5.1 Software used (CATIA V5 - VB6) 

Most engineering software packages expose pre-built functions through which we 

can access database and other routines. Standard programming languages can be used to 

access these Application Programming Interface (API) functions. Some advantages and 

scope of API are: 

1. API functions allow the user to extend the CAD system capability by 

programming additional features into it; 

2. allows selective information to be extracted quickly and interactively; 

3. user need not depend on any third party software tool for data extraction. 

The first version of the program took advantage of the possible "interfacing" 

between CATGEO [10], using the FORTRAN programming language, and CATTA V4. 

A similar approach is used in this paper. In our case, the newer version of CATIA (V5) is 

used along the programming language Visual Basic version 6.0. 

It is possible to use solely a programming language (like C++ or even MatLab), 

but the solution would be more complex. The difficulty comes from the fact that the 

CATIA parts have to be published into corresponding mathematical models usable by the 

program. There are 2 groups of 3-D publishing formats: polygon-based and NURBs 3-D 

representation. 
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Polygon-based 3-D uses polygons to approximate mathematical perfect curves. 

Thus, the accuracy of the 3-D data in a polygon-based format is dependant on the level of 

tessellation [17]. In general, the lower the tessellation, the lower the accuracy of the 

model, and vice versa with high tessellation. In Figure 5.1 is presented a polygon-based 

CGR part (CGR is the CATIA 3D publishing). For easier visualization, polygons 

constituting the part were selected (orange triangles). 

Fig 5.1 Polygon-based part 

The second possible case of 3D publishing is the XVL (extensible Virtual world 

description Language) format, developed by Lattice3D. Instead of using a polygon-

representation of 3D models, XVL "re-surfaces" 3D model with a form of NURBS called 

Gregory Patch. XVL provides very high fidelity, because it is based on pure 

mathematical model that follows the curves very exactly, thereby enabling good 

communication of the data at all levels of zoom. This is a relatively new technology, so 

its use is still very limited. 
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As mentioned, both the cup mill and the IBR CATIA parts would have to be first 

transformed into a 3D file format, to be usable by the computer language. The program 

would have to be written in such a manner as to be compatible with the mathematical 

representation of the parts, thus complicating the algorithm considerably. At this point of 

the project, it was decided, for simplicity, to use the CATIA environment since the 

functions required are built-in into the software. The possibility of using 3D published 

format of the part, rather than the CATIA part, will be discussed at the end of this paper. 

Just as in the first version of the algorithm, both the IBR part and the tool are 

manipulated in CATIA (V5), using the programming language Visual Basic 6.0. Visual 

Basic enables the user to access the API function of CATIA V5 (note that VB can 

perform operations for Excel in a similar manner). Using the API function of CATIA, the 

user can program new functions into the CAD/CAM software, where repetitive 

operations and logical decisions are automatically executed. These operations are, 

otherwise, impossible to be executed manually. 

To explain how this communication between CATIA V5 and VB6 is performed, 

an example is presented here: the creation of a circle directly in CATIA and through 

VB6. All operations are similar, so this simple example illustrates very well the general 

idea. 

5.1.1 Example of communication between CATIA and Visual Basic 

In CATIA the circle (defined by a center and a radius) would be created in the 

following manner: from Figure 5.2 the user specifies the type of circle, then center point, 

a support plane, and finally the radius of the circle. 
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Type (Or «X Rati) 

Center of circle 

Support (plane)"-

Radius (4 in) •" 

tH.t*! 0«ftHHit>Ii 

Circle type: (center and i* 

Center: jPotit. l 

Support: {Plane. 1 

M J w i . i l * * 

J Geometry on aajport 

3 Axis Computation 

Axis Direction: |i 

rius 

* 

CH« UmftaHons 

Start: ('''''f-'i 

End: j ^ M , 

CK | 4 * Coned 1 

? Xj 

•1 " 1 
m 

Fig. 5.2 Creating a circle manually in CATTA V5 

Performing the same operation through Visual Basic follows the same logic and 

steps, namely the code would be the following: 

1 
Rim hyforidShapeCircleCtrRadl i s HybridShapeCircleCtrRad 
s e t hybridSbapecincleCtrRadl = h?bridShapeFactoryl.AddNevCircleCtrRad(re£erencel, referenceZ, Fa l se , 101.6) 
Kybr idShapeCirc leCtrRadl . SetLixnitat ion 1 

ifrbridBodyl.Appendn'ybriaShape hybridShapeCircleCtrRadl 

Kartl.InUorRODject • hybridShapeClrcleCtrRadl 

par t i .Update 

Y Y~ 

Center Support Radius 

Stepl 

Variable declaration phase. The variable "hybridShapeCircleCtrRadl" (name of 

variable) is of the type/dimension ("Dim") hybridShapeCircleCtrRad (circle defined by a 

center and a radius, same as before). 

http://MJwi.il**
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Step 2 

Adding a the required inputs for the feature: 

- to "referencel" is associated the center point (performed 

previously) 

- to "reference2" is associated the support plane 

(performed previously) 

the circle has a 101.6 mm (4") radius (VB only works 

in mm) 

Step 3 

Options declaration phase (if any). The option in this case is to set the limits of the circle 

(see the dialog box in Fig. 5.2). A full 360° is desired, so the value of the limit is 1. 

Step 4 

The geometrical set in which this circle would be located ("hybridBodyl" is associated 

to a geometrical set, defined previously) 

Step 5 

The document containing the project ("parti" is associated to the current CATIA 

document, defined previously). 

Step 6 

Updating the project after the operation (the circle appears on the screen after this step). 

All other CATIA operations are performed in a similar manner, following the 6 

intuitive steps presented in this example. 
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5.2 Algorithm 

5.2.1 Algorithm particularities 

Due to the complexity of the surface of IBR blades, current CAD/CAM software 

can only machine them using the point milling method. According to Allan Christman 

from CIMData [3], future versions of CATIA V5 will offer the possibility to machine 

compressor blades using also the flank milling method, but for now, major aircraft 

engines manufacturers use homemade software to flank mill their IBRs. 

In flank milling, the positional control of the tool is only with respect to the 

desired target surface and all other surfaces comprising the part are often not even 

supplied to the program. When machining compressor blades using the flank milling 

method, it is considered that the endmills used provide sufficient clearance to avoid any 

collisions with the other surfaces of the part. The user is responsible to verify the tool 

path, and in the case of collisions, make the necessary corrections (select a different tool, 

for example). 

The difficulty is even greater for programming the cup mill tool, when compared 

with flank milling, due to the unusual shape of this tool. The cup mill cutter is a very 

large tool which is not providing the same clearance as the endmills. Furthermore, in the 

case of the cup mill, both the exterior and the interior of the tool have to be controlled at 

the same time by the program with respect to the pressure and suction side of the blade as 

well as the hub surface. In order to machine one blade surface using the cup mill, the 

opposing blade and the hub surfaces must be considered by the algorithm to avoid any 

gouging (or collisions) into them. Due to the complexity of mis problem, no suitable 

CATIA function exists. 
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As presented in Figure 5.3, due to the limited space between blades, both the 

interior and the exterior of the tool have to be controlled simultaneously. 

Machining the pressure side 
with the outside 
circumference of the cup 

Verify interior 
circumference for 
gouging into suction 
side 

Fig 5.3 Simultaneously machining both sides of the blade 

In addition to avoid gouging into the part while machining, the software must also 

ensure that there is no collision between the non-cutting portion of the cup mill (cup mill 

body) and the part itself. When machining with endmills, the tool cutting portion is long 

enough to practically eliminate the risk of collision between the part and the tool shank. 

A simple simulation software is sufficient to ensure that the machining program is 

collision free. For the cup mill, however, the risk of collision between the tool body and 

the part is very high because the tool body enters in the space between the blades. 

Eventual collisions between the part and the tool body must be prevented by the 

algorithm, which further increase its complexity. 
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In summary, the specificity of the process requires the elaboration of a new software, due 

to the following reasons: 

• new tool; 

• no software currently available; 

• simultaneously machining with OD, ID and front of tool; 

• 5-axis machining; 

• avoid interferences. 

5.2.2 Algorithm requirements 

The algorithm has to fulfill some key requirement, in order to ensure a correct 

machining of an IBR blade: the program has to be generic; it has to provide the optimum 

tool path, which is collision free and smooth. 

Generic: 

The generality of the algorithm is particularly important. The algorithm strategy 

must be applicable to different IBRs without the need for any modifications or 

adjustments to the program. In addition, each of the different part numbers requires cup 

mills of different shape and size. The algorithm must give the machining programmer the 

opportunity to change easily the configuration of the cup mill used to machine the 

particular IBR. 

Optimization: 

The tool path generated by the algorithm must remove a maximum volume of 

material. Even if the cup mill is intended to be applicable only in roughing the IRBs, the 

excess material left on the finished surface of the blade should be minimum. The 
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objective in our case is to have an overstock not exceeding 0.020" to 0.030" anywhere on 

the blade surface. In addition, this deviation has to be distributed as evenly as possible on 

the blade surface. The semi-finish, finish and free cut cutters have limited material 

removal capacities. Consequently, they would not be capable to remove excess material 

beyond the mentioned values. An uneven distribution of the excess material could result 

in undercuts, on some portions on the blade surface, and over cuts on others due to the 

same reasons. 

Collision free: 

The algorithm must generate a tool path that has: 

1. No gauging in the part. 

The algorithm has to control simultaneously the inside and outside of the tool with 

respect to the pressure and suctions side surfaces as well as the hub, and prevent that the 

tool gauges in these surfaces. 

2. No collisions between the tool body and the part 

The non-cutting portion of the tool (tool body) has to be compared with the part to detect 

any collisions, and, if needed, take corrective measures. 

Smooth tool path: 

It is also important that the tool path generated to be smooth. The successive 

positions of the tool must respect an order 0 and an order 1 continuity, i.e. point 

continuity and tangency continuity. 
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5.2.3 Algorithm strategy 

The elaboration of the algorithm is in two steps: new tool positioning strategy on 

the blade surface and a new tool kinematics. The positions on the blade will be 5-axis 

positions, as close as possible to the blade surface to permit a maximum volume of 

material to be removed. The tool kinematics has to efficiently remove this volume of 

material. 

5.2.3.1 Positioning strategy 

As it was already mentioned, one of the drawbacks of the 3-axis algorithm is the 

poor machining precision. Compressor blades have very complex surfaces, that are 

composed of isoperimetric curves of varying radii of curvature, which can be 

simultaneously concave and convex, and thus, it is impossible to precisely machine them 

with a cup mill having a fixed orientation. Therefore, we focused our work on the 

elaboration of a 5-axis tool positioning strategy. 

A parallel can be made between the positioning strategy developed for the flank 

milling method and our particular case. For this reason, a similar approach will be 

considered: positioning the tool on the blade surface to minimize the "mismatches" 

between the surface and the tool. This is required for all the positions of the tool path. If 

this condition is respected for all the surfaces to be machined, the resulting 5-axis tool 

path removes a maximum of material between successive blades. 

In Figure 5.4 is illustrated, in a 3-D representation, the differences between 

positioning the cup mill using a fixed tool axis strategy (3-axis) and the optimum solution 

(5-axis). Cross sections at 3 different levels of machining are taken for the 3 tool 

positions shown to illustrate the mismatches between the blade surface and the tool, for 

the 3-axis and 5-axis positioning strategies. Due to the imposed fixed axis, in the first 
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case, the tool cannot be positioned closer to the blade, without intersections. In the 

second case, the tool orientation is "adapting" to the geometry of the space available and, 

for each level of the tool it is as close as possible to the target surface. 

Fig. 5.4 Comparison between a 3-axis positioning strategy and the optimal, 5-

axis one. 
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The cup mill can be separated into two portions: the cup mill body and the cup 

mill cutting surface (see Figure 5.5). The cup mill body is composed of the non cutting 

portions of the tool and the cutting surface is the surface swept by the rotating inserts. It 

is only the cutting surface of the cup mill that is required to be positioned as close as 

possible to the blade surface, since the rest of the tool is not cutting. The non-cutting 

portion is verified for eventual collisions with the part. 

( u p Mill Body 

Cup Mill Cutting Surface 

Cup mill Body 

j ^ . Cup mill Cutting surface 

Fig. 5.5 Cutting and non-cutting surfaces of the cup mill 
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5.2.3.2 New kinematics strategy 

The next step is to revise the kinematics of the tool. 

In Figure 5.6 is presented the tool path generated by the first version of the 

algorithm. As can be seen, the back-and-forth movement of the tool between the suction 

and pressure side, at each level, generates a long tool path. However, as we will 

demonstrate, a more productive tool path can be found, that eliminates this back-and-

forth motion and is, at the same time, collision free. 

Suction Side Positions Base Positions 

Pressure Side 
Positions 

Fig. 5.6 Revised tool kinematics 
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The simplest and most direct way of improving the productivity of the machining 

process using a cup mill tool is to split up the tool path into three distinct tool motions. 

Referring again to Figure 5.6, the tool positions have been organized into 3 distinct 

groups (indicted by the arrows): pressure side, suction side and the base positions. If the 

cup mill passes by each one of these positions in separate tool motions, the length of the 

tool path is greatly reduced. 

Instead of machining level-by-level both sides of the blade in a single pass, each 

side is machined separately in two different tool motions. Prior to this, the first tool 

operation is the open pass (having a fixed axis), which opens the space between the two 

blades (equivalent to the actual open pass). The surfaces of the blades are machined in a 

similar manner, by a plunging motion of the tool. Figure 5.7 presents the same tool path 

as in Figure 5.6, reorganized into the three distinct tool motions. The open pass is the first 

tool motion (1), and then comes either the pressure or the suction side machining (2 or 3). 

This new tool path is considerably shorter than the previous one. 



Fig. 5.7 New tool kinematics 

Besides improving the efficiency of the machining process, the surface quality of 

the blade is also improved. Machining is performed on each side of the blade surface in a 

single continuous plunging motion, so it does not create any scallops on the blade surface 

like the previous tool motion (see Fig. 3.21 vs. Fig. 6.11). 

In addition, the plunging motion of the tool reduces the vibrations and deflections 

of the blade. As pictured in Figure 5.8, the current ball endmill tools are machining with 

the flank of the tool and, thus, pushing on the blade, generating a deflection. On the other 

hand, when machining these surfaces with the cup mill in a plunging motion, mostly the 

bottom of the cup mill is engaged in the part (red portion). This motion of the tool 

generates a downward force that is not pushing on the blade. Also, there is always excess 
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material present below the cup mill, which supports the blade at the cutting region, 

limiting even more the deflections of the blade. 

Fig. 5.8 Cutting forces present during flank milling and using a cup mill 

5.2.4 Tool path optimization 

The pressure side and suction side tool paths presented in Figure 5.7 are 

composed of tool positions at different levels of machining (the number of positions 

depends on the refinement of the computation). If at each tool position, the mismatches 

between the tool (cutting surface) and the blade are as small as possible, the resulting tool 

motion machines the blade as close as possible to the final surface. This concept is 

illustrated in Figure 5.4. 
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For that purpose, construction lines are created on the target surface. The general 

idea is to minimize the distances between these lines and the cutting surface of the tool. If 

these lines are spread across the whole surface, the mismatches between the surface and 

the tool are also minimized, see Figure 5.9. 

These curves have to be evenly distributed on the whole surface of the blade. The 

number of curves is a compromise between the accuracy of solution and the 

computational time. In the example presented in the figure, five lines are created. 

Fig. 5.9 Creation of the target curves 

Referring to Figure 5.10, the distances between the cup mill (cutting surface) and 

the curves are noted by Di to D5. 
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Fig. 5.10 Measure of the distances between the lines and the cutting surface 

The minimization of the distances between the cup mill and the curves is 

performed by rotating the tool around the tangency point with the blade. This rotation 

about the tangency point is performed as illustrated in Figure 5.11. 

In that scope, the first action of the program is to bring the tool in contact with the 

blade at a single point: bring out the cup mill if it is located in the blade or bring it toward 

the blade if the cup mill is away from the blade. After each movement (rotation) of the 

tool, an operation is performed with the purpose of repositioning the cup mill tangent to 

the blade surface, thus ready for the next rotation. 
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Fig. 5.11 Rotation of the cup mill about the tangency point 

Once that the tangency point was identified, three possible axis of rotation are 

created about this point (Ri 1R21R3, see Figure 5.11). 

The optimal position of the cup mill on the blade is identified by successively 

rotating the cup mill about the tangency point, around one of the rotation axis, and then 

finding the new tangency point. The rotations are mutually independent to give the cup 

mill freedom of movement. This process is repeated until the distances to curves (Di to 

D5) are the smallest possible. 

When the optimization process stops (sum of distances are minimum), the cup 

mill is located at the first position of the tool path (position and orientation of the tool are 

kept in memory). From mis position, the tool is translated upward (or downward, 

depending on the direction selected for the path generation) by a small increment. Then, 

the whole process is repeated for the new position (level) of the cup mill until the next 
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solution is found. The process stops when all the positions of tool path are found which 

permits the machining of the whole surface. 

The algorithm performs exactly the same operations on the opposing blade 

surface, generating the second tool path. The complete machining tool path is composed 

of three distinct tool motions: 

• Open pass, 

• Pressure side machining motion, 

• Suction side machining motion. 

5.2.5 Algorithm conclusions 

Based on the tool positioning strategy and kinematics, the following sub

programs (controlled by the Main program) are required: 

Tangencv finding: After each movement (rotation), the tool is repositioned tangent to the 

blade (target surface) by this sub-program. 

Rotation axes: Creates the rotation axes on the part about the tangency point. 

Gradient evaluation: Determines the direction of strongest minimization of the objective 

function. 

Collision prevention: Ensures that the tool positions are collisions-free. 

Next section gives a detailed step-by-step description of the whole concept 

presented here. 
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5.3.1 Optimum position (using Newton's method) 

5.3.1.1 Function definition 

Fig. 5.12 Tool positioning strategy 

As a reminder, the guide lines of the tool positioning strategy are summarized in 

the Figure 5.12, presented above. The optimum position of the cup mill is found by 

rotating the tool around the tangency point, until the mismatches with the blade are as 

small as possible. This problem can be transformed into a mathematical problem, to 

which an optimization algorithm is applied. 

The first step to solve this problem is the creation of an appropriate mathematical 

model. Looking at the above picture, the distances Di to D5 are in function of the rotation 

angles Ri to R3. Thus, this problem is described by the following function: 

5 

F(i?j, R2, R3) = ]T Dt (5 !) 
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Finding the minimum of this objective function is equivalent of finding the 

position of the cup mill that is as closely as possible to the target surface. 

Mathematically speaking, optimization is the minimization or maximization of a 

function, subject to constraints on its variables. The following notation is used: 

Ri are the variables, also called parameters. 

F is the objective function, a function of Ri that is to be optimized. 

C are the constraints that the variables must satisfy. 

The optimization problem can then be written as: 

5 

min f{x) = min F(Rl,R2,R3) = min££> 

The above formulation is an unconstrained optimization. The minimization of the 

objective function depends on real variables, with no restrictions at all on the values of 

these variables. This formulation is still incomplete, because the actual problem is 

constrained by physical limits on the positions of the cup mill. It is possible that the 

solution obtained by the unconstrained optimization presented above, gives a position for 

the cup mill which it is in collision with the part. Boundaries have to be set to the 

possible cup mill position (solution to the problem) as to prevent collisions with the part. 

This problem can be reformulated in the following manner: 
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5 

min F(RY,R2,R3) = min]jTDt 
Ri,R2,R3 .__^ 

(RY ,R2 ,R3 ) e feasible region 
(5.3) 

The feasible region is the set of possible cup mill positions satisfying all the 

constraints (limits of the cup mill positions), and the optimal point (Ri, R2 , R3 ) is the 

solution of the problem. In other words, the optimal position found for the cup mill is not 

the absolute minimum solution, but rather the "collision free" optimal solution. The only 

case where mis collision free optimal solution is also the absolute solution is when the 

absolute minimum is inside the feasible region. 

It is hard to identify what are the boundaries of the feasible region. Even if this 

region is impossible to be defined, it does however exist. The method used to ensure that 

the optimum solution found is included in the feasible region will be discussed later in 

this chapter. 

Once the model has been formulated, an optimization algorithm can be used to 

find its solution. There are numerous different algorithms possible, each of which is 

tailored to a particular type of optimization. In this case, however, due to the total lack of 

information concerning the function and the constraints, the possible algorithm choices 

are limited. 
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5.3.1.2 Optimization problem 

The algorithm used to find the solution of the defined problem is the Newton 

method presented in section 3.4.1.The gradient and the Hessian of the function cannot be 

exactly determined in this case since the function is unknown (we know only the values 

of the functions at each point); so the method cannot be directly used. To overpass this 

problem, approximation of them will be used: 

w f(xk+A)-f(xk) 
wJk A , for a small A (5.4) 

A good approximation for the Hessian matrix is obtained by simply applying the 

Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula (see section 3.4.2): 

Bk+i -Bk J- -r — (BFGS) (5.5) 

Where, 

®kSkSk "k 

Sk "kSk 

• V 
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, ykyk 
i 
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 sk 

~ Xk+l ~ Xk 

— Y/jt+i ~ v / i 

Since the objective function is unknown, the values of the function have to be 

evaluated at every single step of the computation. This complicates the approximation of 

the Hessian matrix. For simplicity reasons, the Identity matrix replaces the Hessian 

matrix at all the iteration steps. This can be explained by the absence of information 

concerning the function: first, the evaluation of the function is not exact, since the values 

of the distances are truncated (by CATIA) and, secondly, these values are used to 
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calculate the approximated gradient vector, amplifying even more the error. This is more 

apparent as the values of the function are getting smaller and smaller, the error becomes 

more dominant. As a result, the approximation of the Hessian is so poor that the identity 

matrix is just as good as an approximation. 

In conclusion, in our case: 

Bk=I, V £ (5.6) 
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Considering the changes made, our optimization algorithm becomes: 

Given: Starting point-^o , tolerance £>0 

k±-0 
9 

While |V/ t |>c 

dk = - / V/t = -V/ t = -
A 

Xk+l = Xk + 0Ck(*k 

k<^k + l 

end (while) 

Algorithm 5.1 Positions optimization algorithm 

Note: ak is obtained by using the line search algorithm presented in section 3.4.3 (Wolf 

condition). 
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5.3.2 Initial guess (starting position) 

To start the computation of the algorithm, an initial position of the tool is 

required. This initial position is called the initial guess and corresponds to the "xo" in the 

optimization algorithm. It is very important that this initial position is relatively close to 

the final solution. If this initial position is not carefully chosen, then the algorithm might 

converge to a local minimum of the objective function, or it might even fail to converge. 

The best way to explain the need for an initial guess close to the final solution is by 

referring to the example presented in Figure 5.13. If the initial condition is selected far 

from the absolute minimum, chances are that a local minimum exists between the 

solution and the initial guess. The algorithm will converge to that local minimum instead 

of the true minimum (global minimum). 

Start here to converge 
to a Local Min. 

F(x) 

V 
Local Min. 

Start here to converge 
to a Global Min. 

\y 
Global Min. x 

Fig 5.13 Convergence to a local minimum vs. convergence to a global minimum 

The initial position of the cup mill is performed in two steps. First, an initial axis 

orientation is determined. Then, having this orientation, the tool is positioned on the 

blade using a strategy that tries to constrain the eventual deviations right from the start. 
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5.3.2.1 Initial orientation 

Having a good cup mill orientation to start with is very important. It was observed 

that the convergence to the solution depends more on a good initial cup mill orientation 

than on a good initial position of the tool. However, no positioning strategy of the tool 

could be found that guarantees the convergence of the algorithm to the solution. The 

construction described here for determining a correct initial tool orientation was 

developed by a trial-and-error methodology. This construction was tested for several 

different part number IBRs, and in each case, the correct solution was found (results are 

presented in the next chapter). 

For a given IBR part number (presented in Figure 5.14), a first line is created, 

identified by LTop. This line goes from the top corner of the leading edge of the pressure 

surface to the top corner of the trailing edge on the suction surface. A second line, 

LBottom in the figure, is created in a similar manner at the bottom of the blades. The line 

passing by the midpoints of "LTop" and "LBottom" is our initial cup mill orientation 

("Direction _line" in the figure). 
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Fig. 5.14 Initial orientation 

This simple construction for determining the initial cup mill orientation permits a 

convergence to the solution for all the part numbers on which the program was tested. 

Before coming up with this strategy, other different variations to this one where tried. 

None gave as good results for all the part numbers, so this construction was selected. 

5.3.2.2 Initial position 

Using this orientation, the tool is positioned on the blade to start the optimization. 

However, the convergence of the algorithm does not depend as much on the initial 

position (x, y, z), but it is ensured by a good cup mill initial orientation. On the other 

hand, a good cup mill initial position on the blade reduces the number of iteration steps 

required to reach the solution. The method described here places the cup mill relatively 
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close to the blade, right from the start (for the defined orientation), but it is not based on 

any mathematical principles and other methods could give good results just as well. 

Direction line 

Circle 1 

C 
v circle 

-Plane 1 

Hub 

Fig 5.15 Initial Position 

The tool positions are generated from the bottom of the blade and moving 

upward. Consequently, we are required to identify the tool level that is the closest to the 

hub from which starts the computation. At this level, a plane is created that is 

perpendicular to the "Directionline", identified by Plane 1 in the Figure 5.15. This plane 

is then intersected with the target blade surface (offset pressure side in this case). The end 

points of intersection are identified as Pi and P2. 
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A circle is then created, positioned on this plane and passing by the two points, Pi 

and P2 (Circle 1). The diameter of the circle is the average between the outside and inside 

diameter of the cup mill, i.e.: 

_ . OD + ID 
Rod = 

2 

The center of the cup mill is positioned on the center of this circle (CCirCie in the Figure 

5.15) and resting on Plane 1. This is the initial position of the tool. 
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5.3.3 Optimization program 

5.3.3.1 Tangency repositioning subprogram 

Fig. 5.16 Initial position of the cup mill (inside the blade) 

At this position, the tool is inside of the blade as portrayed in Figure 5.15 and 

Figure 5.16. The cup mill must be translated outward until it is tangent to the blade 

surface. This operation is performed by a subprogram (called by the main algorithm) 

which is called Hie 'Translate" subprogram. This program was necessary since no 

suitable CATIA function was found for this purpose. 

Given a target surface (the surface that it is desired to bring the cup mill tangent 

to, i.e. suction, pressure or hub surfaces) and a direction of translation, the subprogram 
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will bring the tool tangent to the target surface, whenever required by the main program. 

We present below the method used. 

Fig. 5.17 Determining the sense of translation 

The "Translate" subprogram requires three inputs from the main program: the 

target surface, the line of translation and the correct direction of translation along that 

line. The surface is simply given by the main program. The line of translation is 

determined by creating a simple construction: referring to Figure 5.16, this line is on the 

plane "Plane 1" and is perpendicular to the line passing through the points Pi and P2. 

Finding the correct direction of translation along this line is more difficult. From 

Figure 5.17, two situations are possible: (a) the cup mill is inside of the blade or (b) the 

cup mill is at a certain distance from the blade. These two possible situations impose 
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opposing directions of translation. Moreover, when the tool is inside the blade (Fig. 5.17 

A), translating the tool upward or downward, both bring the tool tangent to the target 

surface (with the inner or outer circumferences). The program cannot differentiate 

between these situations, but only the "down" direction is desired. To complicate the 

problem even more, the direction is reversed if the target surface is the suction side 

instead of the pressure side. 

Before starting the translation, the subprogram performs some tests to clarify the 

situation of the cup mill. Based on the results, the correct orientation is determined. 

The first test performed determines if the tool is intersecting the target surface. 

For that purpose, a Boolean variable (true or false) named "Toward" is assigned. 

Referring to Figure 5.17, when the tool is not intersecting the blade (case B), the distance 

between the tool and the blade "D" is non-zero positive. Here, the tool has to be 

translated toward the blade, so the variable 'Toward" becomes TRUE. In the case of 

intersection with the surface, "D" is zero and the variable "Toward" is FALSE. This 

variable clarifies the situation of the cup mill, but it is not sufficient to define the 

direction of translation. 

The translation direction is determined using a reference point, Pcheck- This point 

is always positioned outside the space between the blades, sufficiently distant from the 

target surface as to prevent any possible contacts with the cup mill (~ 1 inch), as shown in 

Figure 5.17. A similar point is placed with respect to the opposing blade surface. 

For the situation when the tool is positioned outside of the blade, a decreasing 

value of "D" (distance between the tool and the blade) indicated that the direction of 

translation is correct, if "D" is increasing then the direction is reversed. On the other 

hand, when the tool is inside of the blade, "D" is zero, and for a small translation of the 

tool in both directions "D" remains zero. In this case, the reference point Pcheck is very 
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useful: if the distance DCheck, between the tool and the point Pci,eck, is increasing, the 

direction is correct, otherwise it is reversed. The tool is translated outside from the 

intersection using small increments until "D" becomes non-zero (positive). Then, the 

direction of translation is reversed, "Toward" becomes TRUE, and translations of step-

size of value "D" are used until the cup mill is tangent to the blade (within a tolerance). 

The next flowchart presents the 'Translation" sub-program. 
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Translate 
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Direction line 
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Fig. 5.18 Flowchart of the Translation sub-program 
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Referring to the flowchart presented in Figure 5.18, the Translation subprogram is 

composed by two distinct phases (loops). The first phase determines if the cup mill is 

intersecting the target surface. In the case of intersection, the program translates along the 

direction line (input) the cup mill in the "away" direction by steps of 0.200 inches. This 

operation is repeated until the cup mill is no more intersecting the target surface and 

passes to the next phase. At the point, the direction of translation is reversed "toward" the 

blade and, from here on, no more intersections with the target surface are possible. To 

ensure this, the fixes step (translation) length used in the previous phase is replaced by a 

variable step length. The minimum length between the target surface and the tool is 

measured (D) and the tool is translated "toward" the surface by that distance. This 

operation is repeated until the distance between the tool and the target surface is less than 

a desired tolerance. 

As mentioned, once the tool is moved outside of blade, no further intersections 

with the blade are possible. By referring to Figure 5.19, a body B is translated toward 

body A by a translation length equal to the minimum distance between the two. If the 

direction of translation is parallel to the minimum distance vector, the two bodies will 

become tangent to each others. A translation in any other direction will result in a gap 

between the two bodies (impossible to have a collision). 

B 

A • • • " " / 

- / R c = Dmin / , 

Fig. 5.19 Translation of variable length "Dmj„" 
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In our case, the tool is translated by a step-size of variable value "D", which is the 

minimum distance between the tool and the blade. Since this translation is performed 

along a predefined line, not corresponding to the minimum distance vector, the tool is 

translated closer to the blade but will never intersect it. The process stops when the value 

of "D" becomes very small (typically <0.001"). 

Note that for simplicity, the flowchart refers to "away" and "toward" directions. 

How these directions are identified was described previously, but is not mentioned in the 

flowchart. 
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5.3.3.2 Rotation axis subprogram 

At this point the cup mill is tangent to the target surface and the rotation axis 

about the tangency point around which the tool is rotating need to be created. This 

operation is performed by another subprogram called "Rotation axis" subprogram. 

Whenever required by the Main program, this simple subprogram creates the three axis 

about which the tool rotates. 

Fig. 5.20 Creation of the rotation axis 

Looking at Figure 5.20, the cup mill is placed tangent to the blade at the previous 

operation, by using the Tangency sub-program; obtaining the tangency point Pxg,. The 

axis of the tool in the current position (Taxis) is created. The line perpendicular to the tool 

axis (Taxis) and passing by the tangency point PT8 is the first rotation axis, Ri. 

On the tangency point, a plane is created, PLi, which is normal to Taxis. The 

second line of rotation is normal to the plane PLi and passes by the tangency point (note: 
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R2 // Taxis). The third line of rotation R3 is simply perpendicular to both Ri and Rx As a 

result, all three axis of rotation are independent from each other (i.e. Ri±R2-LR3) 

passing by the tangency point, as shown in Figure 5.20. 

5.3.3.3 Gradient evaluation subprogram 

Referring to the general algorithm of the program presented in Algorithm 5.1, the 

gradient of the function Wfk need to be evaluated at each step of the iteration. As a 

reminder, the gradient evaluation (approximation) formula is presented below: 

f(xk + A)-f(xk) 
A 

Once the tool is tangent to the blade, the strategy is to determine which of the 

three possible rotations (Ri, R2 or R3) gives the strongest minimization of the function. 

The minimization potential of each rotation is indicated by the value of the module of 

their gradient vector: the bigger the module of the gradient, the stronger the minimization 

in that direction. 

By keeping the other two angles constant, the algorithm evaluates the gradient 

module of each possible rotation. Then, the one giving the strongest minimization in the 
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function is selected and retuned to the Main program. The minimization at this step will 

be only performed about the selected rotation axis. For the next step, the minimization 

potential of each rotation axis is reevaluated again and the strongest one is selected. 

The flowchart of the gradient subprogram is presented in Figure 5.21: 

/ Inputs: 
/ 

Rotate Cup MfflftiR, 

*ws**i& 

Stepk 

vJ&W-f^^SS SM 
^ *S?? f r ••: 

Next! 

Fig. 5.21 Flowchart of the Gradient sub-program 
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5.3.3.4 Optimization Main program 

Following our modified Newton's method, presented in section 5.3.1.2 

(Algorithm 5.1), the main program minimizes the deviations between the target surface 

and the tool (cutting surface), by rotating the cup mill about the rotation axis found by the 

gradient subprogram (giving the strongest minimization). In this case, an appropriate step 

size is found (by the Armijo condition) that sufficiently minimizes the function in that 

direction. 

Then, having decreased the function sufficiently in that direction (rotation) the 

process is repeated and a new rotation axis is found. The process is stopped when the 

optimum position is reached, i.e. when none of the three rotations sufficiently decreases 

the objective function. At this point, the first solution (position) of the tool path is found. 
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The flowchart of the Main program is presented in Figure 5.22: 
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Fig. 5.22 Flowchart of the Main program - without collision evaluation 
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Note: after each rotation of the cup mill about one of the rotation axes, the 

Translate subprogram is used to bring the tool tangent to the surface, prior to measure the 

value offfxtj. 

However, there is no guaranty that, at this position, the cup mill is free from any 

collisions with the part. Another important sub-program is required to ensure that the 

solution is collision free. 

5.3.3.5 Collision evaluation subprogram 

The solution obtained by the algorithm must be inside the feasible region. In other 

words, the final position of the cup mill must be collision free with the part. In this 

constrained optimization problem, the Simplex or other methods for solving constrained 

optimization problems are inappropriate, since neither the function nor the constraint 

equations are known. 
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Fig. 5.23 Final solution outside the feasible region 

Referring to Figure 5.23, starting from an initial position (0) the algorithm, as 

previously presented, would converge to the absolute minimum without taking in 

consideration the feasible region. Chances are that the solution found is outside that 

region and the cup mill, in that position, would intersect the part. 

On the figure, the position of the cup mill crosses the boundary of the feasible 

region between the ift iteration and the (i+1)* iteration. The constrained solution to the 

problem is located on the boundary of the feasible region and in the vicinity of the i"1 

position. One possible solution to prevent collisions with the part is to stop the 

computation once the boundary is crossed (at the i+1 position) and keep the cup mill at 

the 1th position (consider this position to be a close approximation of the optimum 

position). 
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Fig. 5.24 Final solution inside the feasible region 

Another solution, which is more precise, is to never allow the cup mill position to 

cross the boundary surface, as presented in Figure 5.24. At each iteration, the cup mill is 

verified for intersections and its movement is cancelled if a collision is present. In this 

case, the step size aiis reduced by half and the iteration is resumed in the same direction 

but with the new step size. The step size is adjusted in this manner, until the constrained 

solution is reached. By never allowing the cup mill to intersect the part, the solutions 

obtained are collision-free positions. 

To eliminate the risk of engaging into an infinite loop, the step size is prevented 

from being reduced more that a minimum value sa, in which case, the iteration is stopped 

for that direction. 
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5.3.3.6 Subsequent tool positions 

The rest of the positions are found by simply translating the cup mill from the 

position found previously upward and repeating the whole optimization process. This 

(translated) position of the tool constitutes the new initial guess for the next optimization. 

The translation of the cup mill is performed in the direction of the tool axis and the 

translation length depends on the number of points desired (from 0.01" to 0.04"). The 

positioning strategy presented in section 5.3.2 is, therefore, not applicable after the fist 

point of the tool path is generated. This is because the tool position (optimum) at the 1th 

point is translated upward and becomes the initial tool position of the following iteration. 

Thus, the positioning strategy described in section 5.3.2 is only required for the first (0th) 

iteration. 

The tool initial position and orientation for the subsequent optimizations are very 

close to their optimum positions. Since the transition length is very small, the shape of 

the blade at the next level of machining is not very different from the one at the previous 

iteration, thus simplifying the optimization process after the first point. The computation 

stops when all the positions of the tool for the entire blade surface are found. The curve 

passing by all these consecutive positions points constitutes the "tool path". 

The flowchart of the whole tool path generation algorithm for machining the 

blade surface is the following: 
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Fig. 5.26 Flowchart of the complete algorithm 
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5.4 Smoothing out the tool path 

Note: the orientation vector 
are not parallel 

Cup Mill 
position 

\ l ( x , y . z ) 

. Orientation 
vector 

v(i. j . k) ; 

Fig. 5.27 Cup Mill positions and orientations 

The complete tool path for machining one side of the blade is shown in Figure 

5.27. This path is composed by a series of cup mill positions defined by a point M(x, y, z) 

and a cup mill orientation vector v(i, j , k). The points define the center position of the 

tool at each level and the vector attached to it defines the tool axis. Each position in the 

figure is a solution of the optimization program at different level on the blade surface. 

The number of points constituting the tool path is given by the distance between levels 

(there are about 30 positions). 

The tool path above is not smooth and cannot be used to perform any machining. 

The points of the tool path tend to be part a defined pattern. However, they are not 

perfectly part of a spline due to the limited precision of the program. As a consequence, 

the transition from one point to the next one is linear (straight line), which gives a very 

disturbed tool path. Because of the large size of the tool, even the smallest irregularities 

in the tool path have a major impact at the cutting region. The transition of the tool from 

one position to the next is very sharp because of the linear interpolation between them, 

giving a very broken tool motion. 
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The problem is simply solved by finding a spline that matches as closely as 

possible the cup mill positions (point and vector). The tool would follow this 

approximation spline instead of following the original positions, ensuring a smooth tool 

motion. 
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Fig. 5.28 Least Squares 

Approximating the current tool positions by a spline involves a curve fitting 

process which fits equations of approximating curves to the data point ("observed" data). 

A curve with a minimum deviation from all the data points is desired. This problem is 

best solved by using the method of least squares. 
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The mathematics software Maple is used to smooth out the tool path. The cup mill 

position is defined by six coordinates: 3 are given by the position of the cup mill (x, y, z) 

and 3 define the orientation of the tool; (i, j , k) vector. A best-fit curve is found for each 

coordinate separately. Each one is a function of the "ordinate" t which is simply the point 

number (1,2, ..., n). In this case, the model function is a polynomial of degree 7 for all 

the six data points: 

^(x;r) = «! +a2x+a3x
3 + aAx4 +asx

5 +a6x
6 +a7x7 (5.7) 

The software identifies the parameters of the model functions best fitting the data 

points. The graphics of the solutions models are presented below in Figure 5.29: 
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Fig. 5.30 Tool positions before and after smoothing operation 

It is important that the model function selected approximates very well the data 

points: due to the large diameter of the tool, a small error in the position and orientation 

of the tool can have a major impact at the cutting region. For that reason, a polynomial of 

degree 7 is selected, since the error obtained by a cubic spline would be larger that what 

can be accepted. 

Figure 5.30 illustrates the new smooth tool path compared to the old one. 
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5.5 Complete tool path 

Approach 
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Fig. 5.31 Complete tool path for one blade 

Using the procedure described in this chapter we compute all the passes 

composing the tool path required to machine bom opposing surfaces of the blade. The 

complete tool path is presented in Figure 5.31 after the smoothing operations were 

performed. This path is composed of an open pass (plunging motion with a fixed tool 

axis) and three 5-axis machining passes. The path presented in Figure 5.31 includes also 

the retracting and approaching motions of the tool, but only the 4 tool motions (1 to 4) are 

performing any machining on the part. 
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The necessity to have three tool motions to machine two blade surfaces (pressure 

side and suction side) is due to the pronounced blade curvature of the suction side. 

Consequently, this side of the blade is very hard to machine in a single pass, because it 

would leave too much material on the blade surface. 

Better results are achieved by separating the suction side surface into two regions 

(two target surfaces) and machine each one in distinct tool motions. The resulting 

surfaces are smaller and each one can be machined more precisely by the cup mill. This 

separation is performed manually by the user. It can be noted that for another blade 

configuration (larger blade radius of curvature) such a separation might not be necessary 

and a single pass could be sufficient. 

This concludes the path generation for machining the space between two 

consecutive blades. Finally the tool path is indexed about the part axis (indexing angle 

depends on the number of blades of the part, 19 here) to generate the tool path to machine 

all the blades (see Fig. 5.32). 
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Fig. 5.32 Complete tool path 
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CHAPTER 6: Tests & Results for IBR machining with cup mill 

6.1 Program simulation in CATIA V5 

6.1.1 Parts 

The parts selected for the simulation of the program are presented in Figure 6.1. 

These parts are IBRs from two different PWC engines (PW307/308 and PW545). The 

motives of selecting these parts are: 

• small blades 

• blades are not highly twisted 

• sufficient available space between consecutive blades 

Fig. 6.1 IBRs selected for tests 
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6.1.2 Tools 

Firstly, it is required to specify the cup mills used to machine our two parts. The 

cup mill dimensions are selected in such a manner as to maximize the accuracy of the 

positions (solutions) of the cup mill on the blade. For a particular IBR, the accuracy of 

the solutions obtained depends principally on two factors: the cup mill thickness and the 

cup mill size (diameter). 

From the tool rigidity point of view, the tool thickness should be as large and the 

tool diameter as small as possible. On the other hand, such a tool is limited in its freedom 

of movement between the blades, increasing the excess material left on the blade surface. 

So, from the machining point of view, a thin and large diameter cup mill is preferred. The 

cup mill thickness is basically the best compromise between the tool rigidity, tool life and 

productivity on one side, and machining accuracy on the other. The available standard 

insert dimensions is another factor to be considered when defining the cup mill thickness. 

In parallel, the diameter of the tool is selected in function of the blade radius of 

curvature. The minimum mismatches between the tool and the cup mill is obtained when 

the tool and the blade curvature are similar. However, the physical limitations of the 

machine tool, like the maximum tool weight and size, have to be considered. As an 

example, most 5-axis machines at PWC have a maximum tool weight capacity of 50 Kg 

and a maximum tool size of 9 inches so the tool dimensions must be adjusted as to 

respect these constraints. 

Considering the IBRs selected for the test, the optimum cup mill tool is different 

for each part number since the geometries of the two parts are very different. The first 

part, having a large blade radius, requires a tool of about 10 inches in diameter. As 

mentioned however, such a large tool exceeds the limitations of the machine; 

consequently, the diameter of the tool will be around 8.5 inches. Also, due to the twisted 
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blades and the small spacing available between then, the cup mill thickness cannot not be 

above 0.600 inches. The cup mill developed by Sandvik respects these conditions. 

For the second IBR, the tool supplied by Sandvik is too thick to fit between the 

blades, so another tool is designed. This part has a smaller blade radius of curvature, so a 

tool of 7.5 inches of diameter is selected, with a thickness of 0.365 inches. This tool is 

only used to test the program in CATIA V5 for this IBR; it was not manufactured, since 

no physical tests are forsaken for this part number at this time. 

The dimensions of the tools used for the two parts numbers are presented below in 

Figures 6.2. 
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Fig. 6.2 Cup mill dimensions 
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6.1.3 Results 

The algorithm created following the methodology presented in chapter 5 is used 

to compute the tool path for the two part numbers. 

The mismatches between the cup mill cutting surface and the blade are within the 

requirement of 0.03" for both parts. To illustrate the accuracy of the algorithm, a sample 

position (solution) of the cup mill on the blade for each part is illustrated in Figures 6.3 

and 6.4. These figures present measures taken in CATIA between the 5 target lines on the 

blade (pressure side) and the cup mill cutting surface, for both parts. The measures are 

tabulated below (rounded to the nearest thousand of an inch): 

Table 6.1 Tabulated deviation between the cup mill and the target curves 

Part#l 

Part #2 

Line 1 

0.019" 

0.011" 

Line 2 

0.002" 

0.008" 

Line 3 

0 

0 

Line 4 

0.003" 

0 

Line 5 

0.004" 

0 

From Table 6.1, it can be noted that, in both cases, the maximum deviations are 

well within the imposed tolerances (less than 0.030"). 
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Fig. 6.3 Measured distances between the curves on the part surface and the cup mill 

(part#l) 

Fig. 6.4 Measured distances between the curves on the part surface and the cup mill 

(part#2) 
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The tool path found for the first blade is indexed about the rotor central axis to 

machine the rest of the blades. The first compressor has 19 blades, so the path is indexed 

18 times by an angle of 17.947° and the second compressor has 31 blades, so the path is 

indexed 30 times by 11.613°. 

To validate the tool path, a machining simulation is performed in CATIA V5. 

Both parts are machined (virtually) from a stock of material using a cup mill and videos 

of both simulations are presented in the CD-ROM attached to this thesis. 

The next set of pictures illustrates the resulting cup mill roughed parts, in 

comparison to the finished ones. From the figures, it is obvious that the precision of the 

roughing obtained by the program is excellent. 
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Fig. 6.5 Rough with cup mill vs. finished part (part #1) 
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Fig. 6.6 Rough with cup mill vs. finished part (part #2) 

Compared to the finished parts, the roughed blades of both parts are slightly 

thicker. This is due to the deviations between the cup mill and the target surface, but also 
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due to the fact that the target surfaces themselves are voluntarily offset from the finished 

surface by 0.020" each side of the blade to eliminate any possibility of gauging into the 

part. 

6.2 Machining tests with the cup mill 

6.2.1 Machine tool 

Real machining tests have been performed using a Taurus 3S 5-axis milling 

machine, manufactured by Boehringer (see Figure 6.7). This is a strong milling machine 

that can accept at the same time large parts and large cutting tools. The spindle power 

consumption during this test is low because, even if the diameter of the tool is large, the 

spindle speed is low, at about 70 RPM. Thus, all the specified limitations of the machine 

tool are respected. 

Fig. 6.7 Taurus 3S machine tool 
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6.2.2 G-Code 

The tool path obtained by the program is in the form of an APT (Automatically 

Programmed Tools) file. However, this file only contains the successive tool positions 

with respect to a reference point on the part that do not coincide with the reference point 

(zero) of the machine-tool. This file has to be transformed to take in consideration the 

machine tool and the fixture used to hold the part in the machine. 

This preparation of the machining code (G-Code) is performed by another 

software called VERICUT by GTech. In VERICUT is inserted as inputs: the 3-D model 

of the stock part, the finished part (for verification purposes), the fixture and the 3-D 

model of the machine-tool. Then, the parts and the fixture are positioned correctly in the 

machine and the tool path is referenced with respect to the zero of the machine-tool. The 

effective length of the tool (i.e. the length from the end of the tool to the spindle) is set to 

15", which is a temporary "dummy" effective length of the tool. Prior to testing, the 

actual effective length of the tool is measured by the operator and the compensation 

(dummy minus actual) is performed directly on the machine. 

The machining program is validated in VERICUT. This simulation permits to 

verify the following elements: 

• part collision 

• stock collision 

• fixture collision 

• machine-tool collision 

• machine-tool movement limitations 

• visualize the resulting machined part 
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6.2.3 Fixture 

The fixture used to hold the part is a modular fixture and is shown below in 

Figure 6.8. 

•tiv. 

Fig. 6.8 Modular fixture 

6.2.4 Tool 

The tool used for this test is the tool developed by Sandvik, presented in Figure 

6.9. 

Fig. 6.9 Tool used 
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6.2.5 Cutting parameters 

Table 6.2 IBR roughing tests - Cutting parameters used 

Speed 

Feed 

Coolant 

Machine 

1900in/min 

70RPM 

0.045 IPR (0.00577 IPT) 

3.00 IPM 

Water base 

Taurus 3S 

6.2.6 Results 

Fore this test, IBR #1 (30J3429) is roughed using the cup mill produced by 

Sandvik presented earlier. The stock part was made from aluminum instead of titanium 

for safety and monetary reasons. In Figure 6.10 is presented the pictures taken during this 

test: 
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Fig. 6.10 Machining tests 
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The resulting machined part using the cup mill is presented in figure 6.11: 

Fig. 6.11 Results 

The roughed blades obtained during this test confirmed that the maximum volume 

of material was removed by the cup mill cutter. The roughed shaped of the blade has only 

a maximum of 0.02" to 0.03" inches excess material over the desired surface. The high 

machining accuracy obtained suggests that this technology could replace the current 
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roughing tools since a similar amount excess material is left on the blade after the current 

roughing operation. The surface of the blade is very smooth due to the smoothing 

operation performed on the tool path, discussed in the previous chapter. 

It is difficult to evaluate exactly the productivity of this new technology since the 

test was carried out in an aluminum part instead of a titanium one. However, based on the 

results obtained during the machining tests in titanium performed by Sandvik, at least a 

three time increase in productivity is expected. The large chips obtained during the tests 

confirm the high volume removal capacity of the cup mill cutter (presented in Figure 

6.12). 

Fig. 6.12 Chips 

In conclusion, table 6.3 summarizes the positive and negative aspects observed 

during this test: 
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Table 6.3 Positive & negative aspects of the performed tests. 

positive 
• Stable machining 

• Very productive 

• Maximum material volume removal 

• Good runout control of the tool (less 

than 0.0005") 

• Large chips 

• Smooth blade surface 

Negative 

• Manual insertion of the tool - again 

• (missing slot on tool necessary to be 

handled by the robotic arm of the 

machine tool) 

• Friction between the cassettes and a 

corner of the blade, due to weaknesses 

present in the algorithm (discussed in 

recommendation section) 
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusions & Future Work 

7.1 Observations 

The following observations can be made from the presented research: 

• cup mill cutter is 3 times more productive than the current ball endmills used; 

• this technology is easy to implement in production; 

• the use of standard inserts reduces the cost of tool and are easily supplied; 

• the algorithm generates a tool path that: 

o removes a maximum volume of material; 

o high precision (<0.030 inches of excess material are left on the blade 

surface); 

o machines efficiently the blade; 

o applicable to many part numbers, using different tools; 

o tested in production. 

7.2 Conclusions 

The principle presented in the previous chapter is a generic approach, 

theoretically applicable for different IBRs using different cup mill cutter of different 

dimensions and shapes. Form all the IBRs manufactured at PWC, the ones that can be 

potentially roughed using the new method are identified. The shape of the blades and the 

available space between them determines if the IBR can be machined using a cup mill: 

IBRs with highly twisted blades and/or with blades that are positioned close together are 

not suitable candidates. In general, the first stages IBRs from all the engines are 
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discarded, due to the severe twist of their blades, making it impossible for a cup mill, 

indifferently of its size, to fit between the blades. Figure 7.1 presents the different PWC 

IBRs that could potentially be roughed using a cup mill cutter. The two part numbers in 

which the new technology was tested are identified. 

Fig. 7.1 Potential Parts for New Process 

7.2.1 Potential annual savings 

Considering the annual production at PWC of the part number selected for the test 

(PN 30J2429), roughing this part using this new technology represents savings of more 

that 63,000 dollars of 2006: 
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Savings/Part 

Tool cost savings 

Machining time cost savings 

Total 

Volume: 200 Parts / 2006 > 

PN 30J2429 

$31 

$296 

$ 327/Part 

$63.5 k/ 2006 

Fig. 7.2 Savings evaluations of new rouging method 

In Figure 7.1 are presented 17IBR part numbers that could potentially be roughed 

using the cup mill method. Implementing the cup mill method for all these part numbers 

could represent major saving for Pratt & Whitney Canada. An evaluation for all these 

part of the costs reduction associated with the introduction of the cup mill tool in their 

production process is impossible due to the lack of time. However, using an average 

saving per part of 330 $ (saving of PN 30J2429), an a cumulative production for 2007 of 

all those 17 part number of 3600 parts, the introduction of the cup mill tool in the 

manufacturing process represents a potential saving of over 1 M$ per year. 
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Savings/Part 

Avg. Saving /part: 330 $ 

Production 2007: 3600 parts 

Potential savings: l,200,000$/year 

Fig. 7.3 Saving estimation / 2007 

7.3 Research contributions 

This paper proposed a new technology to rough integrally bladed rotors. The 

research contributions of the projects can be summarized as follows: 

• New tool for machining IBRs 

The cup mill cutter was developed in collaboration with major tooling suppliers and 

different tool prototypes were proposed. The most important tool characteristics that this 

tool possesses over the currently used taper ball endmills are: 

o Good tool rigidity, 

o Usage of inserts. 
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This enables the cup mill cutter to have a good chip evacuation potential. 

Consequently, a higher material removal rates is possible than the current IBR machining 

tools. 

The particularity of this tool is that it is machining with both the interior and the 

exterior of the tool simultaneously. Those two cutting regions must be controlled at the 

same time to prevent and gouging or collisions with the part. The particularity of this tool 

requires developing an algorithm to generate the tool path since no suitable CAD/CAM 

software exists. 

• Development of the tool path generation algorithm 

The algorithm developed for positioning the tool is very different from the tool 

positioning strategies developed for point milling and flank milling. This is due to the 

particular shape of the cup mill cutters compared to the endmills and to the difference of 

tool kinematics. Although it is inspired from the 'Triple tangent flank milling method" 

[8], this "cup milling" positioning method comprises important differences. In our case, 

the tool is rotating about a tangency point and the algorithm tries to minimize the 

deviations throughout the whole length of the blade simultaneously by a minimization 

process. This algorithm has also a build-in collision verification sub-routine that takes 

corrective measures to prevent collisions. This is not found in flank or point milling 

algorithms since the shape of the tool prevent the possibility of collisions with the part. 

• Demonstrated productivity and low machining costs 

The productivity of the cup mill tool to rough IBRs was demonstrated during 

machining tests performed by Sandvik. It was demonstrated that this tool is at least 3 
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times more productive man the current taper ball endmills. As a result, over one million 

dollar of savings can be expected if the cup mill tool is introduced in the manufacturing 

process of all the part numbers presented in Figure 7.1. 

• Potential solution to machine inconel IBRs 

Roughing IBRs using the cup mill cutter represents a cheep and effective solution to 

manufacture axial compressor in inconel 718: 

o total cost per part, comparable to actual manufacturing costs for titanium 

compressor 

o roughing time per part less than actual time for titanium compressors. 

7.4 Future Work 

Computation time 

The algorithm developed in this project requires an extremely long time to compute 

the tool path. Just to determine one of the three passes constituting the tool path, the 

computation can take up to 24 hours of computing. A total of three to four days are 

required to generate the full tool path to machine an IBR. It is essential to solve this 

problem, prior of entering this technology in the production process of axial compressors. 

The long computational time of the algorithm is due to the interfacing between 

CATIA V5 and Visual Basic. Each operation performed by the program is displayed on 

the computer monitor. A single operation takes only a few seconds to be displayed but, 

thousands of operations are performed, and thus, total time required is considerable. 
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A possible solution to this problem is to create an algorithm without interfacing with 

a CAD software. All the build-in functions simply used by the current algorithm from 

CATIA would have to be created in the future version of the algorithm. The IBR part and 

the tool would have to be published into graphical formats, understandable by the 

algorithm. The resulting algorithm would certainly be more complicated to create, but 

this is the only effective solution to shorten the computation time. In this case, only the 

final result is displayed. 

Collision with stock 

Some problems were observed during the machining tests concerning small collisions 

between the tool body and the part. These collisions are due to weaknesses present in the 

Collision Evaluation subprogram. The feasible region is defined as all the possible 

positions of the tool not intersecting the part body. However, no verifications are 

performed concerning the material on the blade not yet removed and, thus, collisions with 

this stock material are possible (see Figure 7.4). In the future version of the algorithm the 

feasible region must be restrained by considering also the exceeding part material. The 

collision verification should be performed in two distinct steps: 

• Collision verification between the tool (body and cutting surface) and the 

part body (current verification of the algorithm). 

• Collision verification between the tool body and the stock material not 

yet removed (additional verification). 
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Tool body 

Cutting surface 

Part body 

Stock material 

Fig. 7.4 Verification of collisions between the tool body and the stock 

The tool path is computed from the top of the blade moving to the bottom (like the 

direction of machining). After a tool position (at each level) was identified, the stock 

material is "updated", i.e. the machined portion, corresponding to the material machined 

by the current tool position, is (virtually) removed from the stock material. The next 

position of the tool is compared for collisions with the remaining stock material. The 

Main program presented in Chapter 6 remains the same, with the exception that the 

intersection verification is performed with respect to two elements: the stock material and 

the part body and there is an extra "updating" operation of the stock material after each 

tool position is found. 

New tool path smoothing strategy 

Currently, the least squares method is used to obtain a smooth tool path. The 

inconvenient of this method is that the model function is not passing exactly by the tool 

positions; rather, the errors between the model function and the data points are 
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minimized. Due to the large tool diameter, a small error between the smooth-out 

positions and the original positions can have a major impact at the cutting region. In most 

of the (virtual) tests performed with the algorithm, these errors were so small that no 

problems were observed. But, in other cases, however, the errors, although small, were 

unacceptable and the tool was colliding with the part after the tool path was smooth-out. 

A solution to this problem is to use an "exact" interpolation method. A popular 

method that could be used in this case is the cubic spline method. Each successive points 

of the tool path are approximated by piecewise-polynomials (cubic). Each polynomial is 

passing exactly by the successive pair of nodes. Conditions are imposed to each 

polynomial to ensure that the interpolant is not only differentiable along the whole tool 

path, but also has a continuous second derivative. 
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APPENDIXES 

Appendix A 

Optimization algorithms 

For this new algorithm, we require to maximize the volume of material removed. 

In that scope, different optimizations algorithms are studied. 

Optimization algorithms are iterative. They begin with an initial guess of the 

optimal value(s) of the variable(s) and generate a sequence of improved estimates, until 

the solution is found. What distinguish one algorithm from another is the strategy used to 

move from one iterate to the next. Most algorithms make use of the values of the 

objective function/ the constraints c, and possibly the first and second derivative of these 

functions. 

In this our case, two optimization algorithms were studied: the Newton's method 

and a derivate of this method, the BFGS method (which is a "Quasi-Newton method"). 

A.l Newton method 

For finding the optimum of a function, the most powerful is the Newton method. 

The algorithm of the Newton method is the following: 
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Given: 

£<-C 

While 

end (w 

Starting point xo , tolerance £ > 0 

) 
9 

WA 

dk = 

xk+\ 

* < -

tiile) 

> £ 

-v2/r'v/t 

— ^t + &kdk 

k + l 

Algorithm A.1 Newton's method [9] 

where: V 2 / is the Hessian matrix of the function / . 

V/ is the gradient of / 

dk is the search direction 

ak is the step length and is computed from the line search procedure to satisfy the 

Wolf condition (see section 3.4.3). 

The Newton method is very powerful due to its quadratic convergence (error is 

squared at each step). There is some draw backs to this method however: 
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• The method requires the gradient vector as well as the Hessian matrix of 

the function to be calculated as each step(manual two times differentiation of the 

objective function); 

• If the initial guess is to far from the solution, the method might fail to 

converge. 

A.2 BFGS Method (Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno) 

Other methods derived of the Newton's method are called Quasi-Newton 

methods. These methods do not require the computation of the second derivative of the 

objective function by hand and an approximation is used instead. The algorithm of the 

BFGS method is the following: 



Given: 

&<-0 

While 

Starting point xo 

5 

|v/4>* 

"Jfc ~ ~"k*Jk 

Xk+l ~ Xk + a k 

k<-k + l 

end (while) 

, tolerance £>0 

dk 

Algorithm A.2 BFGS method [9] 

where: V/ is the gradient of / 

dk is the search direction 

Vk+x ~ ak T7> + ~f— (BFGS) 
Sk &kSk yk Sk 

Sk ~ Xk+l ~ Xk 

yk ~ y / i + i ~ y /1 

ak is the step length and is computed from the line search procedure to satisfy the 
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Wolf condition (see section 3.4.3). 

(Note that the fists Hessian approximation,^, is usually taken to be the identity 

matrix, or multiples of the identity matrix.) 

A.3 Wolf (Armijo) condition 

The vector ^indicates the decreasing direction of the function / a t the current x* 

location. However, an appropriate step length ak in this direction has to be calculated to 

have a substantial reduction of/ Algorithms that try to find suitable values foraA are 

called line search algorithms. 

An intuitive condition would be to impose ona t is that it provides a reduction in 

/ i . e . f(xk +akdk)< f(xk). This is not an appropriate strategy because the reduction in 

/might not be sufficient at each step and the algorithm might take a tremendous amount 

of time to converge to the solution or it might even not converge at all (might stall). 

A popular line search condition stipulates thata t should first of all give sufficient 

decrease in the objective function/ as measured by the following inequality: 

f(xk + adk)< f(xk) + cxaVfk
Tdk, where cx e (0,1) (3. i) 

This inequality is known as the Armijo condition (known also as the Wolf 

condition). The sufficient decrease condition state that a is acceptable only if the Armijo 

condition is respected. In practice, c, is selected to be quite small, say cx =10"6 
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The line search algorithm for determining an appropriate step length ak proceeds 

as follows: 

Choose a > 0 , cx e (0 , l ) , p ; 

Repeat until f(xk +adt 

a <- pa 

end (repeat) 

Terminate with ock <— a 

set a <r- a 

. ) * / ( * * ) + Cl<*WkTdk 

Algorithm A.3 Line Search - Armijo condition 

Starting the line search, the initial step length a is chosen large enough (typically 

1). Each time, if the condition is not respected, the step length is reduces by a factor 

of p (0< p <1). An acceptable step length will be found after a finite number of trials 

because ak will eventually become small enough that the sufficient decrease condition 

holds. 



Appendix B 

Algorithms 

B.l Main Program 

Public referenceAs(l) As Reference 
Public TheMeasurable 
Public referenceAss(l) As Reference 
Public referenceT(8) As Reference 
Public MinimumDistance As Double 
Public MinimumDistancecheck As Double 
Public MinimumDistanceR As Double 
Public refl As Reference 
Public toward As Boolean 
Public pi As Double 
Public referencePcheck As Reference 
Public reference02 As Reference 
Public referenceOl As Reference 
Public reference03 As Reference 
Public cv As Integer 
Public fin As Boolean 
Public numb As Integer 
Public PScheck As Boolean 
Public SScheck As Boolean 
Public SScheck2 As Boolean 
Public HUBcheck As Boolean 
Public trans(l) As HybridShapeTranslate 
Public mycoord(5) 
Public myResule 
Public grad(2) As Double 
Public Mgrad As Double 
Public referenceMinPt As Reference 
Public referenceMinPt2 As Reference 
Public hybridShapeRotateR(l, 2) As HybridShapeRotate 
Public referenceRot(l, 2) As Reference 
Public referenceLR(2) As Reference 
Public counterr As Integer 
Public vect() 
Public referenceAx As Reference 
Public firstpointt As Boolean 
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Public referenceEj As Reference 
Public refX(l) As Reference 
Public xsect(l) As Boolean 

Sub CATMainO 
'30J2429-01' 

Dim documents 1 As Documents 
Set documents 1 = CATIA.Documents 

Dim partDocumentl As PartDocument 
Set partDocumentl = documentsl.Open("F:\Projet\newdev\NEXT.CATPart") 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f J C T i j p ' I > AT T T J E S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

DimTheSPAWorkbench As SPAWorkbench 
Set TheSPAWorkbench = 

CATIA.ActiveDocument.GetWorkbench("SPAWorkbench") 

Dim productDocumentl As Document 
Set productDocumentl = CATIA. ActiveDocument 

Dim parti As Part 
Set parti = partDocumentl.Part 

DimhybridShapeFactoryl As HybridShapeFactory 
SethybridShapeFactoryl = parti.HybridShapeFactory 

DimshapeFactoryl As ShapeFactory 
Set shapeFactory 1 = parti. ShapeFactory 

Dim hybridBodiesl As HybridBodies 
Set hybridBodiesl = parti .HybridBodies 

Dim selectionl As Selection 
Set selectionl = productDocumentl.Selection 

*****************************QgQ^£yj^jp^y^*C£ ,pC*********************** 
Dim hybridBodyl As HybridBody 

SethybridBodyl = hybridBodiesl.Item("Geometrical Set.1") 

DimhybridShapesl As HybridShapes 
SethybridShapesl = hybridBodyl.HybridShapes 



Dim hybridBodyS As HybridBody 
Set hybridBody5 = hybridBodiesl.Add() '(geometrical set.3) 

****************##****PQ^CJ^UPTTQ|a*pDQJ^*CC'J'*1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # # * * 

DimhybridShapePlaneOffsetPtl As HybridShapePlaneOffsetPt 
Set hybridShapePlaneOfFsetPtl = hybridShapesl.Item("Plane.8") 
Dim reference 1 As Reference 
Set referencel = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapePlaneOffsetPtl) 

Dim hybridShapeAssemblel As HybridShapeAssemble 
Set hybridShapeAssemblel = hybridShapesl.Item("Join. 11") 

Dim reference3 As Reference 
Set reference3 = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeAssemblel) 

DimhybridShapeBoundaryl As HybridShapeBoundary 
Dim hybridShapeBoundary2 As HybridShapeBoundary 
Set hybridShapeBoundary 1 = hybridShapesl.Item("Boundary.4") 
Set hybridShapeBoundary2 = hybridShapesl.Item("Boundary.r') 
Set referenceN2 = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeBoundaryl) 
Set referenceNl = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeBoundary2) 

Dim hybridShapeAssemblelB(l) As HybridShapeAssemble 
Set hybridShapeAssemblelB(O) = hybridShapesl.Item("Join.l6") 

Dim referencelB(l) As Reference 
Set referencelB(0) = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeAssembleIB(0)) 
Set hybridShapeAssemblelB(l) = hybridShapesl.Item("Join. 17") 
Set referencelB(l) = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeAssembleIB(l)) 

Dim hybridShapeIntersection7 As hybridShapelntersection 
Set hybridShapeIntersection7 = hybridShapesl.Item("Intersect.7") 

Dim reference7 As Reference 
Set reference? = partl.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeIntersection7) 

DimhybridShapeOffsetl As HybridShapeOffset 
Set hybridShapeOffsetl = hybridShapesl.Item("Offset.l") 
Set reference02 = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeOffsetl) 

Dim hybridShapeOffset2 As HybridShapeOffset 
Set hybridShapeOffset2 = hybridShapesl.Item("Offset.2") 
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Dim referenceOl As Reference 
Set referenceOl = partl.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeOffset2) 

DimhybridShapeOffset3 As HybridShapeOffset 
Set hybridShapeOffset3 = hybridShapesl.Item(" Offset. 3") 

Dim reference03 As Reference 
Set reference03 = parti. CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeOffset3) 

Dim references As Reference 
Set references = 

partl.CreateReferenceFromBRepName("BorderREdge:(BEdge:(Brp:(GSMOffset.l;(Brp: 
(FeatureRSUR.12;(Brp:(Solide.l ( *S0L1 - wsp *MASTER - ) ( Brep from *SOLl -
wsp *MASTER - );122);Brp:(Solide.l ( *SOLl - wsp *MASTER - ) ( Brep from 
*SOLl - wsp *MASTER -
); 123)))));None: (Limitsl: 0;Limits2: ();+l );Cf9: ()); WithPermanentBody ;WithoutBuildErr 
or;WithSelectingFeatureSupport;MFBRepVersion_CXR14)",hybridShapeOffsetl) 

DimhybridShapeSplitl As HybridShapeSplit 
Set hybridShapeSplitl = hybridShapesl.Item("Split.5") 

Dim hybridShapeExtremuml As HybridShapeExtremum 
Set hybridShapeExtremuml = hybridShapesl .Item("Extremum. 10") 

Dim hybridShapeLinePtDirl As HybridShapeLinePtDir 
Set hybridShapeLinePtDirl = hybridShapesl.Item("DIRECTION_line") 

Dim referenceD3 As Reference 
Set referenceD3 = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeLinePtDirl) 

Dim hybridShapeDirectionD As HybridShapeDirection 
Set hybridShapeDirectionD = hybridShapeFactory LAddNewDirection(referenceD3) 

Counter = 0 
ReDim vect(5, 0) 'As Double 

Dim dir As Double 
Dim aa As Double 
Dim bb As Double 

firstpointt = True 
j = 31 



(l}qds9dmispuq^q)P9fq0™<^99U9J9J9>I9lB9-O Itfed = (cftjjaovajaps jas 
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Set referenceT(8) = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeExtremuml) 
ddf=8 

End If 
i 

For I = 1 To (v) 
Dim hybridShapeCurveParl As HybridShapeCurvePar 

Set hybridShapeCurveParl = hybridShapeFactory 1. AddNewCurvePar(referenceS, 
reference02,1*9, False, False) 

hybridShapeCurveParl. SmoothingType = 0 

hybridBody 1. AppendHy bridShape hybridShapeCurveParl 

partl.InWorkObject = hybridShapeCurveParl 

Set referenceT(I) = parti. CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeCurveParl) 
parti .Update 
Next I 
************************************************************************ 

************* ***********TjgppansjQ*T-xjp*r ,Tjp*D A TX\\ TC ************ ******** 

Dim cup_OD As Double 
cup_OD = 10.123 

Dim cupjickness As Double 
cupthickness = 0.625 

Dim radius As Double 
radius = ((cup_OD - cupthickness) 12)* 28.4 

************************************************************************ 

Open "PathPS" For Output As #1 

*******CONSTRUCTION*TO*BRING*THE*CUP*TO*POSITION*************** 
Dim hybridShapePlaneOffsetl As HybridShapePlaneOffset 

Set hybridShapePlaneOffsetl = hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewPlaneOffset(referencel, 
j * step, False) 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShape hybridShapePlaneOffsetl 
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partl.InWorkObject = hybridShapePlaneOffsetl 

Dim reference2 As Reference 
Set reference2 = partl.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapePlaneOffsetl) 

parti.Update 

Dim hybridShapelntersectionl As hybridShapelntersection 
Set hybridShapelntersectionl = hybridShapeFactory l.AddNewIntersection(reference2, 

reference3) 

hybridShapelntersectionl.PointType = 0 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShape hybridShapelntersectionl 

partl.InWorkObject = hybridShapelntersectionl 

Dim referencel As Reference 
Set referencel = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeIntersectionl) 
parti .Update 

parti .Update 

Dim hybridShapeNearl As HybridShapeNear 
Set hybridShapeNearl = hybridShapeFactory LAddNewNear(referenceI, referenceNl) 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShape hybridShapeNearl 

partl.InWorkObject = hybridShapeNearl 
Dim referencel 1 As Reference 
Set referencell = parti. CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeNearl) 

parti.Update 

Dim hybridShapeNear2 As HybridShapeNear 
Set hybridShapeNear2 = hybridShapeFactory l.AddNewNear(referenceI, referenceN2) 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShapehybridShapeNear2 

parti .InWorkObject = hybridShapeNear2 
Dim referenced As Reference 
Set referenced = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeNear2) 

parti .Update 
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Dim hybridShapeCircle2PointsRadl As HybridShapeCircle2PointsRad 
Set hybridShapeCircle2PointsRadl = 

hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewCircle2PointsRad(referenceIl, referenceI2, reference2, 
False, radius, -1) 

hybridShapeCircle2PointsRad 1. SetLimitation 1 

hy bridBody 8. AppendHybridShape hy bridShapeCircle2PointsRad 1 

parti.InWorkObject = hybridShapeCircle2PointsRadl 

Dim referenced As Reference 
Set referenced = partl.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeCircle2PointsRadl) 

parti .Update 

Dim hybridShapeCircle2PointsRad2 As HybridShapeCircle2PointsRad 
Set hybridShapeCircle2PointsRad2 = 

hybridShapeFactory 1. AddNewCircle2PointsRad(referenceI 1, referenceO, reference2, 
False, radius -1,-1) 

hybridShapeCircle2PointsRad8. SetLimitation 1 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShapehybridShapeCircle2PointsRad2 

partl.InWorkObject = hybridShapeCircle2PointsRad2 

Dim referenceC2 As Reference 
Set referenceC2 = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeCircle2PointsRad2) 

parti .Update 

Dim hybridShapePointCenterl As HybridShapePointCenter 
Set hybridShapePointCenterl = 

hybridShapeFactory 1. AddNewPointCenter(referenceC 1) 

hybridBody 8. AppendHybridShape hybridShapePointCenterl 

partl.InWorkObject = hybridShapePointCenterl 
Dim referencePCl As Reference 
Set referencePCl = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapePointCenterl) 

parti .Update 

Dim hybridShapePointCenter2 As HybridShapePointCenter 



Set hybndShapePointCenter2 = 
hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewPointCenter(referenceC2) 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShapehybridShapePointCenter2 

parti. InWorkObject = hybridShapePointCenter2 
Dim referencePC2 As Reference 
Set referencePC2 = parti. CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapePointCenter2) 

parti Update 

Dim hybridShapeLinePtPtD As HybridShapeLinePtPt 
Set hybridShapeLinePtPtD = hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewLinePtPt(referencePCl, 

referencePC2) 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShape hybridShapeLinePtPtD 

parti.InWorkObject = hybridShapeLinePtPtD 

Dim referenceDrl As Reference 
Set referenceDrl = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeLinePtPtD) 

Dim hybridShapeDirectionDrl As HybridShapeDirection 
Set hybridShapeDirectionDrl = 

hybridShapeFactory 1. AddNewDirection(referenceDr 1) 
parti .Update 

Dim hybridShapeTranslateP As HybridShapeTranslate 

Set hybridShapeTranslateP = hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewEmptyTranslate() 

hybridShapeTranslateP. ElemToTranslate = referenceI2 

hybridShapeTranslateP.VectorType = 0 

hybridShapeTranslateP.Direction = hybridShapeDirectionDrl 

hybridShapeTranslateP.DistanceValue = 28.4 

hybridShapeTranslateP. VolumeResult = False 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShape hybridShapeTranslateP 
parti. InWorkObject = hybridShapeTranslateP 
Set referencePcheck = parti. CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeTranslateP) 

parti.Update 
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DimhybridShapeTranslatel(l) As HybridShapeTranslate 
For s = 0 To 1 

Set hybridShapeTranslatel(s) = hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewEmp1yTranslate() 

hybridShapeTranslatel(s).ElemToTranslate = referencelB(s) 
hybridShapeTranslatel(s).VectorType = 1 

hybridShapeTranslatel(s).FirstPoint = reference? 

hybridShapeTranslatel(s).SecondPoint = referencePCl 

hybridShapeTranslatel(s).VolumeResult = False 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShapehybridShapeTranslatel(s) 

parti.InWorkObject = hybridShapeTranslatel(s) 
Set referenceAs(s) = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeTranslatel(s)) 

parti Update 
Nexts 

Dim hybridShapeTranslate2(l) As HybridShapeTranslate 
For s = 0 To 1 

Set hybridShapeTranslate2(s) = hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewEmptyTranslate() 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).ElemToTranslate = referenceAs(s) 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).VectorType = 0 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).Direction = hybridShapeDirectionDrl 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).DistanceValue = 0# 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).VolumeResult = False 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShapehybridShapeTranslate2(s) 

parti.InWorkObject = hybridShapeTranslate2(s) 
Set referenceAs(s) = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeTranslate2(s)) 
Set trans(s) = hybridShapeTranslate2(s) 

parti.Update 
Nexts 
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startt: 

Call Create_Body(partl, shapeFactoiyl, body2) '# 

Set TheMeasurable = TheSPAWorkbench.GetMeasurable(referenceAss(0)) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * T O H ( ^ T C T Q > J * P Q I } * T I } AMST, A X B * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

MinimumDistance = TheMeasurable. GetMinimumDistance(reference02) 
MinimumDistancecheck = TheMeasurable. GetMinimumDistance(referencePcheck) 
MinimumDistanceR = Round(MinimumDistance, 8) 

Set refl = reference02 
If MinimumDistanceR = 0 Then 

toward = False 
Else 

toward = True 
End If 
sfr a|e4c a|c3|c a|e3|c 3^ a|c 9|B 3|e al^alt afe^le a|e3|c afesfe afc^c s#s sfe afeafe afesfc sfeaje ^c s|c 3|c 4c 9t^a|c ^ s f e a|ea|e aje a|e alette 4^ a|c s|ea|e a|ca|e afc a|c s|e s|c a|e 3|ca|e afcafe a|e a|c s4c 3|c afea|e a|e a|c a|e a|e afeafc sfesfc 

Call translatel(partl, productDocumentl) '# 

selectionl.Clear 
selectionl.Add body2(0) 
selectionl .Add body2(l) 
selectionl.Delete 

Set referenceAs(O) = partl.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeTranslate2(0)) 

Do 

aaa: 
Set TheMeasurable = TheSPAWorkbench.GetMeasurable(referenceAs(l)) 

Set refl = reference02 

Call rotation_axes(partl, hybridShapeFactoryl, hybridShapeDirectionl, hybridBody2, 
TheSPAWorkbench) 
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Call Create_Body(partl, shapeFactoiyl, body 2) '# 
•################ev###################### 

Set TheMeasurable = TheSPAWorkbench.GetMeasurable(referenceAss(l)) 

Call Function_eval(F, ddf, Fp, TheSPAWorkbench) '# 

F = Fp 

Dimang(l, 2) 
Dim Rot(l, 2) As Parameter 
For s = 0 To 1 
For I = 0 To 2 

ang(s, I) = hybridShapeRotateR(s, I). Angle. Value 
Set Rot(s, I) = hybridShapeRotateR(s, I). Angle 

Next I 
Nexts 

Dim param_dist(l) As Parameter 
Dim distt(l) As Double 
For s = 0 To 1 

Set paramdist(s) = trans(s).Distance 
distt(s) = (param_dist(s). Value) /1000 

Nexts 

Dim test As Double 

If numb = 3 And fin = True Then 
GoTo stopp 

End If 

Call gradfinding(partl, F, ddf, Fp, ang, Rot, r, SS, TheSPAWorkbench, referenceOl) '# 

dir = -Mgrad 

aa = 2 
bb = l 
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•AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA**ARMIJO**AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
While aa>=bb 

For s = 0 To 1 
Rot(s, r).ValuateFromString (ang(s, r) + astep * dir) 
parti .Update 
test = Abs((ang(s, r) + astep * dir) * 360 / 2 / pi) 
Nexts 

If test > 4 And firstpointt = False Then 
Rot(0, r).ValuateFromString (0) 
Rot(l, r).ValuateFromString (0) 
param_dist(0). ValuateFromString (distt(O)) 
param_dist( 1). ValuateFromString (distt( 1)) 
parti.Update 
GoTo nextt 

End If 

If test < 0.05 Then 
cv = cv + 1 

Rot(0, r). ValuateFromString (0) 
Rot(l, r).ValuateFromString (0) 
param_dist(0).ValuateFromString(distt(0)) 
param_dist(l).ValuateFromString(distt(l)) 

parti .Update 
GoTo stoppl 
End If 

******************* J)£P JO JQ^*PQJ^*YJ^j^C 

MinimumDistance = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(reference02) 
MinimumDistancecheck = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(referencePcheck) 
MinimumDistanceR = Round(MinimumDistance, 8) 
Set refl = reference02 

If MinimumDistance < 0.1016 And MinimumDistanceR <> 0 Then 
GoTo nextt 

End If 

If MinimumDistanceR = 0 Then 
toward = False 

Else 
toward = True 

End If 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 



mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmt 
Call translatel(partl, productDocumentl) '# 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
nextt: 

Set refX(O) = referenced 
Set refX(l) = reference03 

Call xsection_evall(partl, hybridBody2, hybridShapeFactoryl, selectionl) 

If xsect(0) = False Or xsect(l) == False Then 

Rot(0, r).ValuateFromString (0) 
Rot(l, r).ValuateFromString (0) 
param_dist(0).ValuateFromString(distt(0)) 
param_dist( 1). ValuateFromString (distt( 1)) 
parti.Update 
aa = 2 :bb=l 
astep = astep * 0.5 
GoTo nextt2 

End If 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Call Function_eval(F, ddf, Fp, TheSPAWorkbench) '# 

aa = Fp 

bb = F + 0.1 * astep * (grad(r) * dir) 
astep = astep / 2 

nextt2: 
Wend 
'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

stoppl: 

astep = 0.2 
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If cv = 1 And firstpointt = False Then 
numb = 1 
SS(0) = 2 
SS(1) = 4 
SS(2) = 4 
cv = 2 

End If 

selectionl. Clear 
selectionl Add body2(0) 
selectionl. Add body2(l) 
selectionl.Delete 

Loop Until cv >= 4 

stopp: 

,mHHHHHHHmmHHmmmmmmmmmmmmHtmmmmmmm#mmm#mmm 
Call pointandline_gen(hybridShapeFactoryl, parti, hybridBody2, hybridBody5, 
hybridShapeLinePtPtl, selectionl, TheSPAWorkbench, hybridShapeAxisLinel, 
hybridShapeDirectionl, hybridShapeExtremuml, hybridShapePointCoord2) 

firstpointt = False 

Set hybridBody2 = hybridBodiesl.Add() 
For s = 0 To 1 
Set hybridShapeTranslate2(s) = hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewEmptyTranslate() 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).ElemToTranslate = referenceAs(s) 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).VectorType = 0 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).Direction = hybridShapeDirectionD 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).DistanceValue = -0.762 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).VolumeResult = False 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShapehybridShapeTranslate2(s) 
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partl.InWorkObject = hybridShapeTranslate2(s) 
Set referenceAs(s) = parti.CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeTranslate2(s)) 

parti.Update 

Set hybridShapeTranslate2(s) = hybridShapeFactoryl.AddNewEmptyTranslate() 
hybridShapeTranslate2(s).ElemToTranslate = referenceAs(s) 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).VectorType = 0 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).Direction = hybridShapeDirectionDrl 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).DistanceValue = 0# 

hybridShapeTranslate2(s).VolumeResult = False 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShapehybridShapeTranslate2(s) 

partl.InWorkObject = hybridShapeTranslate2(s) 
Set referenceAs(s) = parti. CreateReferenceFromObject(hybridShapeTranslate2(s)) 
Set trans(s) = hybridShapeTranslate2(s) 

parti .Update 
Nexts 

SS(0) = 0:SS(1) = 1:SS(2) = 4 
numb = 2 
c v - 0 
fin = False 

Write #1, vect(0, counterr - 1), vect(l, counterr - 1), vect(2, counterr - 1), vect(3, counterr 
-1), vect(4, counterr -1), vect(5, counterr -1) 
'Close #1 

Ifred>=20Then 
red = 0 

End If 

red = red + 1 

GoTostartt 
Close #1 

End Sub 
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B.2 Translate Sub-program 

Sub translatel (parti, productDocumentl) '# 

Dim d As Integer 
d = l 

Dim OK As Boolean 
OK = True 

Dim param_dist As Parameter 
Set paramdist = trans(0).Distance 

Dim check As Double 
check = MinimumDistancecheck 

Dim a As Integer 
a = 0 

ReDim dist(a) 'As Double 

i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * r f J T T T AT * C r T T p p * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Dim inc As Double 
If toward = True Then 

inc = MinimumDistance 
Else 

inc = 8.08 
End If 
i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

dist(a) = paramdist. Value 

Dim k As Integer 
k = 0 

Dim b As Double 

Do 
beg: 
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a = a+ 1 

ReDim Preserve dist(a) 

i******************+**********>i<*'pRANSL ATE*VALUE********************* 
dist(a) = dist(a -1) + d * inc 
b = dist(a)/1000 
paramcUstValuateFromString (b) 
parti.Update 

MinimumDistancecheck = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistarice(referencePcheck) 
i * 

MinimumDistance = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(refl) 
MinimumDistanceR = Round(MinimumDistance, 3) 

If MinimumDistance < 0.0009 And MinimumDistanceR <> 0 Then 
GoToend2 

End If 

If MinimumDistancecheck > check And toward = True And OK = True Then 
a = a-1 
d = -d 
OK-False 
GoTo beg 

End If 

If MinimumDistancecheck < check And toward = False And OK = True Then 
a = a -1 
d = -d 
OK = False 
GoTo beg 

End If 

OK = False 
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If MinimumDistanceR <> 0 And toward = False Then 
toward = True 
d = -d 

End If 

If toward = True Then 
inc = MinimumDistance - 0.000254 

End If 

If MinimumDistance > 10 Then 
d = -d 
End If 

Loop Until (MinimumDistance < 0.00254) And (toward = True) 

end2: 

Set paramdist = trans(0).Distance 
dist(0) = paramdistValue 
Set paramdist = trans(l). Distance 
b = dist(0) /1000 
paramdistValuateFromString (b) 
parti.Update 

End Sub 



B.3 Gradient Sub-program 

Sub gradfmding(partl, F, ddf, Fp, ang, Rot, r, SS, TheSPAWorkbench, referenceOl) '# 

Mgrad = 0 
Dim dda As Double 
dda = 0.1 
Dim Modd As Double 

Fori = 0 To 2 
For s = 0 To 1 
Rot(s, I).ValuateFromString (2 * pi * (dda + ang(s, I)) / 360) 
parti .Update 
Nexts 

Set TheMeasurable = TheSPAWorkbench. GetMeasurable(referenceAss(0)) 

MinimumDistance - TheMeasurable. GetMinimumDistance(refl) 
MinimumDistancecheck = TheMeasurable. GetMinimumDistance(referencePcheck) 
MinimumDistanceR = Round(MinimumDistance, 8) 

If MinimumDistanceR = 0 Then 
toward = False 

Else 
toward = True 

End If 

Call translate 1 (parti, productDocumentl) '# 

Set TheMeasurable = TheSPAWorkbench. GetMeasurable(referenceAss(l)) 

If PScheck = True Then 

Call Function_eval(F, ddf, Fp, TheSPAWorkbench) '# 

End If 

If HUBcheck = True Then 

Call Function_eval_Hub(F, Fp) '# 



End If 

If SScheck2 = True Then 

Call Function_eval_SS2(F, Fp, TheSPAWorkbench) '# 

End If 

grada) = (Fp-F)/dda 

For s = 0 To 1 
Rot(s, I).ValuateFromString (2 * pi * ang(s, I) / 360) 
parti.Update 

Nexts 

If Abs(Mgrad) < Abs(grad(I)) And I o SS(0) And I <> SS(l) Then 

Mgrad = grad(I) 
r = I 

End If 

Next I 

Modd = Sqr(grad(0) A 2 + grad(l) A 2 + grad(2) A 2) 
Mgrad = Mgrad / Modd 

SS(numb) = r 
numb = numb + 1 

If numb = 3 And fin = False And PScheck = True Then 
numb = 0 
SS(0) = 4 
SS(1) = 4 
SS(2) = 4 

End If 

If cv = 0 And fin = False And PScheck = True And firstpointt = False Then 
numb = 2 
SS(0) = 0 
SS(1)=1 



SS(2) = 4 
End If 

If cv = 0 And fin = False And HUBcheck = True Then 
numb = 2 
SS(O) = 1 
SS(1) = 2 
SS(2) = 4 

End If 

If numb = 3 And fin = False And HUBcheck = True Then 
numb = 2 
SS(O) = 1 
SS(1) = 2 
SS(2) = 4 

End If 

If numb = 3 And fin = False And SScheck2 = True Then 
numb = 0 
SS(0) = 4 
SS(1) = 4 
SS(2) = 4 

End If 

End Sub 



B.4 Intersection evaluation sub-program 

Sub xsection_evall(partl, hybridBody2, hybridShapeFactoryl, selectionl) '# 

Dim hybridShapeIntersection(l) As hybridShapelntersection 

For s = 0 To 1 
xsect(s) = False 
Set hybridShapelntersection(s) = 

hybridShapeFactory 1 .AddNewIntersection(referenceAss(0), refX(s)) 

hybridShapeIntersection(s).PointType = 0 

hybridBody8.AppendHybridShapehybridShapeIntersection(s) 

parti.In WorkObject = hybridShapelntersection(s) 

On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
parti. Update 

If xsect(s) = False Then 
selectionl .Clear 
selectionl .Add hybridShapelntersection(s) 
selectionl .Delete 
End If 

Nexts 

GoTo forward: 

ErrorHandler: 

selectionl.Clear 
selectionl .Add hybridShapelntersection(s) 
selectionl.Delete 
xsect(s) = True 
Resume 
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forward: 

End Sub 


